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Abstrakt
Diplomová práce se zabývá přípravou polymerních systémů citlivých na vnější podněty
pro medicínské aplikace založených na postpolymerizační funkcionalizaci trojblokového
terpolymeru

poly(styren)-b-poly(4-vinyl

pyridin)-b-poly(ethylen

oxid)

pomocí funkčních skupin schopných vázat dioly 2-bromethyl-4-fluorofenylboronovou
kyselinou a 2-bromethyl-fenylboronovou kyselinou. Byl vyvinut plně reprodukovatelný
a kontrolovatelný postup kvaternizace N-skupiny 4-pyridinylového kruhu uvedenými
funkčními skupinami a výtěžek kvaternizační reakce byl určen pomocí 11B a 1H NMR a
infračervené spektroskopie. Dále byl vypracován protokol reprodukovatelné přípravy
stabilních polymerních nanočástic ve vodných pufrech o různém pH vzniklých
samoskládáním těchto funkcionalizovaných trojblokových terpolymerů. Struktura a
chování připravených nanočástic byly studovány pomocí statického, dynamického a
elektroforetického rozptylu světla a kryogenní transmisní elektronové mikroskopie.
S ohledem na možné aplikace byl pomocí absorpční a fluorescenční spektroskopie
zkoumána vazba modelového léčiva Alizarinu na fenylboronové funkční skupiny
připravených nanočástic. Byla důkladně studována vazba Alizarinu na polymerní částice
a jeho uvolňování vlivem změny vnějších podmínek jako pH a koncentrace cukrů a
příbuzných diolů.

Abstract
This thesis deals with the post-polymerization functionalization of a pH-responsive
poly(styrene)-b-poly(4-vinyl pyridine)-b-poly(ethylene oxide) triblock terpolymer with
stimuli responsive and diol-binding 2-bromomethyl-4-fluorophenylboronic acid and 2bromomethyl-phenylboronic acid suitable for biomedical applications. A reproducible
method of quaternization of poly(4-vinyl pyridine) block with prescriptible
quaternization ratio was developed and the reaction yield was analyzed by 11B, 1H NMR
and infrared spectroscopy. A reproducible self-assembly protocol for stable nanoparticles
from functionalized stimuli-responsive triblock terpolymer was found, and the
nanoparticles were studied by static, dynamic and electrophoretic light scattering, and
cryogenic transmission electron microscopy. Fluorescence and UV-VIS spectroscopy
measurements were performed for description of boron-ester linkages formation and
hydrolysis with model drug Alizarin as a study of encapsulation and release reactions
together with sugar sensing reactions for potential drug delivery.

Abbreviations
AL – Alizarin
ALfree – Alizarin molecules in water
ARS – Alizarin Red S
ATP – adenosine triphosphate
C – ascorbic acid
CONTIN – constrained inverse Laplace transform routine
Cryo-TEM – cryogenic transmission electron microscopy
DLS – dynamic light scattering
F – fructose
FID – free induction decay
FPBA – 2-bromomethyl-4-fluorophenylboronic acid
FT-IR – Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy
G – galactose
IR – infrared
LCST – lower critical solution concentration
LS – light scattering
NIR – near infrared
NMR – nuclear magnetic resonance
PBA – 2-bromomethyl phenylboronic acid
PEO – poly(ethylene oxide)
PNIPAAm – poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)
PS – poly(styrene)
PVPQ – quaternized poly(vinyl pyridine)
Pyr – pyridine
P2VP – poly(2-vinyl pyridine)
P4VP – poly(4-vinyl pyridine)
SLS – static light scattering
SVE – poly(styrene)-b-poly(4-vinyl pyridine)-b-poly(ethylene oxide)
UV – ultraviolet
VIS – visible
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1. Introduction
Block copolymers in selective solvent spontaneously undergo microphase separation by
forming micelles. The limitation of AB diblock copolymers self-assembly into only
spherical micelles, cylindrical nanoparticles and bilayers drives the effort of research
towards investigation of triblock terpolymers self-assembly. The incorporation of a third
block that can be either solvophilic or solvophobic to AB diblocks promises more
elaborate structures of nanoparticles, that find potential use in drug delivery as a transport
vehicle.
Triblock terpolymer nanoparticles can be used in drug delivery, but their composition
must be tailored, which is a technically demanding task. For such purpose, creating
stimuli-responsive polymer blocks and above all incorporating of functional groups into
triblock chains may generate smart triblock nanocarriers, thereby increasing their
specificity and responsiveness to drug delivery pathways. However, the polymerization
of a polymer rich in functional groups may be difficult and time consuming. Moreover,
the control over the functionalization of a polymer during the polymerization process is
highly unpredictable.
For this reason, we propose in this thesis a new approach for the inclusion of a
functional group into the poly(styrene)-b-poly(4-vinyl pyridine)-b-poly(ethylene oxide)
triblock terpolymer through a quick and controllable post-polymerization modification.
This approach enabled us to quaternize predetermined and controlled number of 4-vinyl
pyridine units of a triblock with stimuli responsive and diol-binding phenylboronic acid.
11

B, 1H NMR and infrared spectroscopy confirmed the reproducibility of the specific

quaternization reaction yield. Light scattering techniques and cryo-TEM imaging showed
reproducibility of self-assembly protocol for preparation of stable nanoparticles. Overall,
UV-VIS and fluorescence spectroscopy showed the high responsiveness to sugars and
red/ox environment of such a boronic acid-modified stimuli-responsive triblock.
Accordingly, our findings show the potential of using this polymer as a carrier for a diolcontaining anti-cancer drug with a prescriptible drug molar ratio in the drug delivery field.
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2. Overview of the literature
Triblock terpolymers can self-assemble into nanoparticles and can be potentially used in
drug delivery. The field of drug transport is technically demanding; thus, the polymer
composition has to be designed carefully. The polymer structure and functionality
strongly influence nanoparticle behavior in physiological environment. In one hand, the
composition in terms of order, length and solubility of blocks plays a key role in
nanoparticles shape.1, 2, 3 In other hand, the sensitivity to external stimuli through stimuliresponsive blocks and the introduction of functional groups to the polymeric structure
can add a smart estate to triblocks and make them more attractive for the drug delivery
field.4,

5

Following section serves as a guideline throughout the structural variables

affecting nanoparticles shape and architecture. Moreover, it shows effect of inclusion of
the stimuli-responsive block into the polymeric structure and it further explains the
effectivity of functionalization of polymer by post polymerization reactions.

2.1.

Triblock terpolymer structure

The architecture of nanostructures can be planned right from the start of triblock
terpolymer polymerization. Triblock terpolymers consist of one solvophilic block and
two incompatible solvophobic block but we know also triblocks with two solvophilic
blocks and one solvophobic block. In both cases the incompatibility between individual
blocks ensures spontaneous microphase separation and formation of three types of
domains (e.g., core-shell-corona) within one nanostructure when transferred to selective
solvent. The position of each block in triblock terpolymers in hand with block length and
solubility affects the distribution of domains within one nanostructure. In other words,
we can make different triblock terpolymers issued from three types of blocks by altering
order of blocks in a triblock terpolymer.
2.1.1. Order of blocks in triblock terpolymers
The block order in triblocks plays a crucial role in self-assembly by affecting the
nanoparticle shape and thus, also its application. Blocks in triblock terpolymers can be
organized not only in linear triblocks but also in non-linear triblocks.1, 2, 8 Self-assembled
2

blends of two diblock copolymers with one identical block can also be considered as an
alternative to triblock terpolymers systems. This part will be mainly focused on linear
triblock terpolymers self-assembly and also examples of non-linear systems and blends
used for formation of nanoparticles.

Linear triblock terpolymers
First of all, linear triblock terpolymers involve the important part of triblock selfassembly studies. There are principally three possibilities of blocks ordering, the ABC
type, BAC type and ACB type, where A usually stands for solvophilic block, C for
solvophobic block and B can act as either the less solvophilic block than the A or the less
solvophobic than C block.1, 8

Figure 1:Micelles from linear triblock terpolymers with different order of block. Blue-hydrophilic block A,
white-less hydrophobic block B, red-hydrophobic block C. a-core-shell-corona micelle, b-coronasegregated micelle, c-corona-segregated micelle with collapsed block B, d-core-segregated flowerlike
micelle.

ABC triblock terpolymers with the least soluble block C at the one side of the
chain and the solvophilic block A at the other side can self-assemble in structure types
depicted in Figure 1 and Figure 2. The most common self-assembly in A selective solvent
yields concentric core-shell-corona micelle (Figure 1, a).6,

7, 8, 10

Even though three

domains of nanoparticle, these are A block corona, B block shell and C block core, miss
independent access to the exterior of micelles, this polymer is often used for drug delivery
systems. The solvent isolated C core effectively protects solubilized cargo and prolongs
the circulation time of transported drug in the body.8, 9
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However, triblocks can also self-assemble into corona-segregated nanoparticles.
The approach to obtain this type of nanoparticles is based on the play with selection of
the selective solvent. ABC triblock needs to be dissolved in non-solvent for B block that
is at the same time a good solvent for blocks A and C.11, 12 Also, ACB triblocks yield this
type of nanoparticles with segregated corona when dissolved in A and B selective solvent.
Example of corona-segregated nanoparticle is in Figure 1, micelle type b. Corona
segregated nanoparticles can be further tuned by changing of the solvent to the nonsolvent for one of the corona forming block, most frequently the B block. This solvent
change leads to the collapse of a solvophobic B block and formation of separate micellar
compartments on the surface of the C block core. These multicompartment core
segregated nanoparticles issued from corona segregated micelles shown as micelle type
c in Figure 1. They attract attention thanks to the separate access of C and B domains of
micelles to the surface of the nanoparticle that is highly effective for dual solubilization
of compatible and mainly incompatible drugs for drug delivery. 13, 14, 15, 16
In comparison, the BAC triblock terpolymer self-assemble in a very similar
structure type that are core segregated nanoparticles also called as flowerlike micelles. In
more detailed, the BAC triblock is dissolved in a selective solvent for only the middle A
block. The incompatibility favors the formation of an A block polymer loop between B
block at one side and the C block at the other side of the loop. Following the loop
formation, the incompatibility between B and C block favors the microphase separation
at a core level yielding two types of separate core subdomains represented in Figure 1, in
micelle type d. The figure represents mainly the C core with protruding B compartments
that are located mainly in the C core. These core-segregated nanoparticles with
solvophilic block loops are also very attractive for dual drug delivery for the same reasons
why ABC corona segregated nanoparticles are. Both of the core domains have individual
access to the nanoparticle surface and can serve as a good environment to dissolve
incompatible drugs or different types of cargo.17, 18
Non-linear triblock terpolymers and polymer blends
Three types of domains within one nanostructure can also self-organize after blending
two diblock copolymers with one identical block, AB and BC respectively. Although this
method of using two diblocks over more polymerization demanding triblocks brings more
opportunities to control and tune the system, this approach generally faces struggles with
4

a likelihood aggregation or formation of two separate nanoparticles instead of one.
Literature presents examples of concentric core-shell-corona nanoparticles of spherical
or cylindrical shape.19, 20, 21 When using AB and CD diblocks with electrostatic interaction
between B and C blocks, the self-assembly of these two diblocks can yield higher order
core-shell-corona nanoparticles, Figure 2, micelle type a. In addition, the blend of AB
and BC diblocks can self-assemble into hamburger-like nanoparticles, that can turn to
segregated rod-like nanoparticles as can be seen in the Figure 2, micelle type f and g,
respectively.

Figure 2:Micelles form linear, non-linear triblock terpolymers and from polymer blends (arrows assign
polymers to allowed nanoparticle shapes based on polymer architecture). Blue-hydrophilic block A, whiteless hydrophobic block B, red-hydrophobic block C. a-core-shell-corona micelle, b-corona segregated
micelle, c-corona segregated micelle with collapsed block B, d-core segregated flowerlike micelle, e-core
segregated micelle, f-hamburgerlike micelle, g-wormlike core segregated micelle with B and C alternating
discs, h-core segregated micelle.

Three ABC blocks can be organized into ABC miktoarm stars terpolymer
architecture. The convergence of three blocks at common point in hand forbid the
concentric core-shell-corona nanoparticle formation adopted by linear ABC triblocks but
at other hand this block organization give rise to a number of elaborate multicompartment
nanoparticles. In the same way as linear ABC triblocks, miktoarm polymers consist of
three incompatible blocks A, B and C.15, 22 First, the A block typically stands for a
solvophilic block while B and C blocks stand for incompatible solvophobic block
ensuring microphase separation during self-assembly into three discrete nanoparticle

5

domains. Self-assembly of these polymers can adopt spherical micelles with segregated
core consisting of C block, B block compartments in touch with core block and A block
corona pointing from the interphase points between C and B block, Figure 2, micelle type
h. These nanoparticles can appear similar to core segregated structures from linear ABC,
ACB and BAC triblocks, shown as micelle types e, c and d, respectively. Comparing core
segregated micelles issued from ABC, ACB and CAB to miktoarm star triblocks core
segregated micelles, A block corona in ABC triblocks is issued from entire surface of B
block, in ACB triblocks from C block surface and finally, in BAC nanoparticles is
connected to both of the remaining blocks B and C by forming a solvophilic loop. Then,
ABC miktoarm polymers can form also hamburger like nanoparticles with alternating flat
B and C discs forming core compartments surrounded by solvophilic A corona, micelle
type f in Figure 2. When changing the block length of one of the blocks resulting in the
change of ratio between solvophobic and solvophilic polymer part, the self-assembly can
yield worm-like particles with alternating B and C discs forming core surrounded by A
corona, micelle type g.22, 23, 24, 25, 26 The influence of the ratio between solvophobic and
solvophilic blocks will be the topic of following section.
Given these points, the organization of blocks in polymeric chain highly
influences the self-assembly of triblock terpolymers. Apart of core-shell-corona
nanoparticles, core segregated or corona segregated nanoparticles, hamburger-like and
worm-like micelles described above, triblock terpolymers offer even more structures that
can self-assemble by varying the block organization. As has been noted, the careful
selection of blocks in polymer and their placement can tune the macroscopic shape of
particles and can influence the polymer application.
2.1.2. Length of blocks in triblock terpolymers
Variety of presented nanostructures including concentric core-shell-corona micelles, core
or corona-segregated micelles can be further modified by varying the blocks length. In
one hand, the overall length of the polymer and the compatibility between blocks affect
the microphase separation of micelles, in other hand the ratio of solvophobic and
solvophilic block strongly influences the macroscopic shape of nanoparticles. These
factors play an important role in formation of nanoparticles and should be considered
while planning the synthesis of the polymer.
6

Phase diagram of block copolymers in bulk and solution
The connecting of three chemically independent polymer blocks in one structure naturally
brings some degree of incompatibility. Moreover, the incompatibility between blocks in
triblock terpolymers for drug delivery is even desired. When transferred to a selective
solvent, the polymer system tries to reach the minimum-energy state favoring the
microphase separation. Microphase separation is a two components equilibrium process
between the enthalpy and entropy forces. The enthalpy force relates to the mixing and demixing of the polymer chains with solvent and the entropy force represents the
conformation of polymer chains.1, 2, 3 In case of homopolymer in solution, the explicit
formula for the enthalpy and entropy increment associated to the mixing of polymer with
solvent is the Flory-Huggins equation,

where ∆𝐺𝑚 is the change in Gibbs molar energy of mixing of the polymer with solvent,
𝑅 is the gas constant, 𝑇 is the absolute temperature, 𝑛1 is the number of moles and ∅1 is
the volume fraction of the solvent (component 1), 𝑛2 is the number of moles and ∅2 is
the volume fraction of the polymer (component 2) and finally, χ12 is the interaction
parameter of interdispersing polymer and solvent molecules. When the system contains
a diblock copolymer with two blocks A and B, we can express the interaction parameter
χAB , between these blocks as follows

where ∆𝑤 stands for the energy change or the free energy cost per A-B interaction
compared to A-A and B-B interactions, and where 𝑧 stands for the number of nearest
neighbor monomers for a lattice site.27, 28 The equation shows, that the Flory-Huggins
segment-segment interaction parameter, χAB is inversely proportional to the temperature
𝑇, and is also proportional to the enthalpy term of Flory-Huggins equation. In addition,
in self-assembly of block copolymers, the entropy term of Flory-Huggins equation is
given by χN, where N is the degree of polymerization or in other words the number of
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monomers in the polymer chain. With this in mind, the self-assembly structure of a
diblock block copolymer depends on following controllable parameters: 1. the FloryHuggins interaction parameter χ; 2. the degree of polymerization, N; 3. the volume
fraction of the components blocks, 𝑓; and 4. the polymer architecture. Variation of the
relation between χN and 𝑓 described as a phase diagram of block copolymers results in
various structure types, among them disorganized chains, lamellae, cylinders, closepacked spheres, gyroids, etc. (Figure 3, a).1, 3, 27 In case of triblock terpolymers, one
interaction parameter increases to three and one composition variable also increases to
two. As a result of a higher number of variables, triblock terpolymers grant the formation
of a higher number of self-assembled structure types.1, 3, 27 The example of a diblock and
triblock phase diagram is in the Figure 3.

Figure 3:Phase diagram for a-diblock copolymers27 and b-triblock terpolymers in bulk.3

Packing parameter
Predictions of nanoparticle shapes from polymers can be made in simpler way than these
based on taking into account the entropy term and enthalpy term from Flory-Huggins
theory. When describing the microphase separation system beyond the segregation limit,
the interaction of segments of individual blocks and solvent are neglected. Then, the
morphology of the self-assembled system is given by the volume ratio of solvophobic
and solvophilic blocks called as packing parameter, P.2,

29, 30, 31

Packing parameter

equation is given by the theory of self-assembly of surfactants a phospholipids. Thus, the
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simplified formula of dimensionless packing parameter for lipid vesicles and bilayers is
as follows

where 𝑉 is the volume of hydrophobic part, 𝑎0 is the effective area of hydrophilic
headgroup and 𝑙𝑐 is the hydrophobic chain length, shown in Figure 4, a. In block
copolymers, the packing parameter is expressed by the volume ratio of solvophobic and
solvophilic blocks.2, 30 The volume ratios are usually replaced by molar mass of the blocks
and the packing parameter is estimated in following manner

Figure 4: Representation of packing parameter: a-packing parameter unit, b-nanoparticle shapes based
on packing parameter value. Blue-hydrophilic part, black-hydrophobic part of chain.
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Equally, to the vesicles and bilayers structures based on 𝑃, triblocks show the same
structures based on this ratio. For example, while 𝑃 lower than 1/3 represents spherical
micelles, 1/3 < 𝑃 < 1/2 is typical for wormlike micelles. More examples are show in
Figure 4, b.2, 30, 32
To conclude, structural, macroscopic and microscopic properties of triblocks
terpolymer nanoparticles are influenced mainly by the order of blocks, then by the block
length, by the compatibility between blocks and also by the ratio between solvophilic and
solvophobic polymer blocks. In addition, the structure and function of triblock terpolymer
nanoparticles can vary once self-assembled, in function of the response of polymer
functional groups to the outer stimuli. These stimuli-responsive blocks and functional
groups will be described in following chapter.

2.2.

Stimuli-responsive blocks and functional groups

The control over the self-assembly structure of triblock terpolymers can be obtained by a
smart design of triblock terpolymer composition. Apart of above described influence of
order, length and compatibility between blocks in the triblock structure, the inclusion of
functional groups and stimuli-responsive blocks can vary the structure of nanoparticles
even after the self-assembly. Stimuli-responsive blocks and functional groups can change
properties upon being exposed to external stimuli. These external stimuli are for example
the exposition to light, temperature change, or pH change.4, 10, 22, 24 The response of these
groups and bocks to the specific stimuli can change the polymer solubility, change
binding selectivity towards a class of compounds or streamline some reactions pathways
as for example the drug release from nanoparticles.

2.2.1. Photo-sensitive blocks and groups
Polymer blocks containing functional groups sensitive to light irritation4, 35 can undergo
for example photodimerization or in contrary photocleavage reactions. Both reactions can
improve encapsulation and release of cargo to and from polymeric nanoparticles in a
required time and place. In more detailed about photodimerization reactions, this

10

photochemical process between electronically excited unsaturated molecule and the
unexcited molecule of the same species yield addition product. Photodimerization allows
a fast change of the molecular and thus, also micellar size and function. An example of
such a molecule is coumarin. Coumarin can be brought to the polymer by click reaction
between azide functionalized moieties of the polymer and coumarin molecules forming
an ester bond.4,

33

This photodimerization molecule can reversibly form dimers

undergoing a [2+2] photodimerization where cycloaddition involves carbon-carbon
double bonds formation between two neighboring coumarin molecules resulting in a
cyclobutene dimer. The light >310 nm induces the photodimerization reaction and in
contrary, the excitation of a coumarin dimer with light of 250 nm induces its
decomposition. When applying this molecule to the drug delivery system, the
photodimerization can serve for the entrapment of a transported cargo in the newly
formed pore, while the photodecomposition of the complex induces the release of the
cargo at its target place.33 An example is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5:Nanoparticles with photo-sensitive coumarin gates. Red-hydrophobic core, blue-hydrophilic
corona, white-coumarin molecules, green-transported drug. Left image-closed coumarin-dimer gate,
right image-opened gate with coumarin single molecules.

However, UV wavelengths region is not considered as the most effective in the field of
drug delivery due to the low penetration depth through the tissues. More convenient for
the induction of photosensitive reaction in drug delivery field is the near infrared, NIR,
radiation. Also, at these wavelengths coumarin is one of the molecules showing promises
in photosensitive reactions. For example, Li et al. shows the mesoporous silica
nanoparticles with coumarin-containing photoresponsive amphiphilic polymer.35 In
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there, when the nanoparticle is excited with 800 nm light, the ester bond cleavage of the
coumarin conjugated methacrylic acid block destabilized the polymer. This
destabilization of whole polymer continuously increases the release of doxorubicin drug
from the nanoparticle.

2.2.2. Thermo-responsive blocks and groups
Thermo responsive polymers commonly show a phase transition from a solvent swollen
hydrated state to a dehydrated polymer state with a large part of a reduced volume of the
polymer when changing the temperature.4, 22, 24, 37, 38, 39 An example of such a polymer
extensively used in drug delivery is poly(N-isopropylacrylamide), PNIPAAm. This
polymer and its derivatives in most of the studies show a lower critical solution
temperature, LCST close to human body temperature. When the temperature of the
system containing PNIPAAm is in a temperature below LCST, the polymer is in its
hydrated and swollen form making the drug encapsulation the most effective. Once
system reaches human body temperature which is above the LCST of PNIPAAm, the
encapsulated cargo is released thanks to the dehydration and contraction of the polymer
chain as shown in Figure 6.35

Figure 6:Nanoparticle with thermo-responsive PNIPAAm block. Red-hydrophobic core, blue-thermoresponsive PNIPAAm corona, green-transported drug. Left image-hydrated and extended corona chains
transporting the cargo, right image-dehydrated corona chains releasing the cargo.
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This polymer was used for example in a study Zhou and co-workers concerning a drug
delivery copolymer system composed of poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) and poly(2hydroxyethyl methacrylate). In this system, hybrid nanoparticles were used as a drug
delivery vehicle for aspirin transport that can be released above the LCST of 36.9°C.36

2.2.3. pH-Responsive blocks and groups
The pH-sensitive systems are the most popular among the delivery system in
biomedicine. Naturally, the pH of the extracellular environment (pH 7) differs from the
pH of the endosome and lysosome environment (pH 4). Also, the tumor
microenvironment caused by the production of lactic acid and hydrolysis of ATP can act
as a target delivery area for pH sensitive drug delivery systems.40, 41 Groups and polymer
blocks sensitive to pH usually rely on changes of the solubility, size, shape or binding
properties, and a number of pH sensitive groups and polymers can be hydrolyzed or
dissolved with decreasing pH. This advantage in structural and chemical changes upon
the pH stimulus offers an advantage to these systems to work autonomous from a
complicated release mechanisms and reactions while these mechanisms are in the most
cases reversible.40,

41, 42, 43, 44

An example of a pH sensitive polymer that changes

solubility, attraction to other molecules and also that can be further modified with
additional functional groups is poly(vinyl pyridine).

Poly(vinyl pyridine) as a stimuli responsive block
Poly(vinyl pyridine) can be categorized in stimuli-responsive polymers based on two
types of parameters. The first concerns its natural inherent properties relied to the
chemical properties and position of nitrogen atom in the phenyl ring. The second is relied
to the properties that poly(vinyl pyridine) may acquire upon modification of the nitrogen
atom.
To begin with the structure factors, poly(vinyl pyridine) exists in two isomers,
these are poly(2-vinyl pyridine), (P2VP) and poly(4-vinyl pyridine), (P4VP). These two
isomers act as weak poly-base that can be soluble or insoluble in water, depending on the
pH of the solution. Above the pH 4.8, both of the polymers are water insoluble, and in
contrary the polymer gets protonated and water soluble when crossing the pKA of the
nitrogen on the phenyl ring to the lower pH values.45, 46, 47 Relied to the protonation of the
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nitrogen atom, when P2VP and P4VP are present in its insoluble non-protonated form,
two and more vinyl pyridine units can form nitrogen-metal complexes with metals as for
example copper, iron or cobalt. The lone electron pair of the neighboring nitrogen atoms
can chelate metal ions. The effect of geometry of vinyl pyridine molecules on the metal
complexation shows P4VP to be more geometrically accessible for formation of metal
complexes over the P2VP.48,

49, 50, 51, 52, 53

In other hand, there are examples of

nanoparticles from triblock terpolymer containing P2VP block, that can self-assemble in
manner permitting to fuse multiple P2VP blocks of individual micelles. When P2VP is
present in a segregated-corona micellar system acting as a collapsed corona block, P2VP
compartments of two and more near micelles can stick together thanks to the hydrophobic
effect at certain concentration and can form long patchy micelles. This type of micelles
with P2VP block is shown in article of See A. H. Gröschel et al.15, 54, 55
In addition to intrinsic properties of poly(2-vinyl pyridine) and poly(4-vinyl
pyridine), P2VP and P4VP can become a suitable host for implementation of a new
polymeric property. Nitrogen atom on the phenyl ring can be quaternized by a
halogenated compound with pendant functional groups. This halogenated compound
acting as a quaternization agent can bring new stimuli responsive properties, based on its
chemical properties even after the polymerization reaction. In more detailed, the
quaternization reaction of a tertiary amine into quaternary salt by alkyl halides in a polar
solvent, also called as Menshutkin reaction can be applied apart of a typical aliphatic
amine also to aromatic compounds containing tertiary amines.45,

56, 57, 58, 59, 92

The

feasibility of halogenation of a broad number of chemical compounds as quaternization
agents opens opportunities to tune the system in desired way. When designing a triblock
terpolymer with a potential use in drug delivery, there is an option to halogenate already
known biocompatible compounds that are for example able to sensitively bind drugs. An
example of such a stimuli responsive molecule that offers to bind vicinal diol-containing
drugs and that is responsive to pH and redox environment is phenylboronic acid. 45
Phenylboronic acid is used in a number of targeted delivery systems and the advantages
of its use in triblock terpolymer systems will be described in a following chapter.
Menshutkin reaction as a post-polymerization reaction shows a promise in a fast and not
technically demanding functionalization of triblocks in desired manner that is mostly
required in drug delivery field.
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Given these points, incorporation of stimuli-responsive blocks to triblock terpolymer
strongly affects polymer journey when applied to usage. Triblock with stimuli-sensitive
blocks can change solubility and overall structure in response to outer stimuli and thus,
can be controllable during its way to reaching its target. Moreover, when upgrading
stimuli-responsive blocks with functional groups showing stimuli-responsive and
reversible binding properties by post-polymerization reactions, we can gain a crucial
control over the drug delivery system targeting for example cancerous cells.

2.3.

Boronic acid as a stimuli-responsive functional group

Boronic acids may bring new functionality to the triblock terpolymers. In this section,
let's focus on the derivatives of phenylboronic acid that are in one hand biocompatible
and in other hand appropriate for drug delivery thank to the tuned pKA by the presence of
phenyl ring. In addition, phenylboronic acids are reversible in terms of structure related
to pH, then reversibly reactive with diols, and also irreversibly sensitive to redox
environment.
2.3.1. Structural reversibility
In the first place, boronic acids exists in two types of geometry depending on pH. At
physiological and lower pH, boronic acid appears in its neutral trigonal form. Increase of
pH over the pKA of boronic acid turns the trigonal form to the negatively charged
tetragonal form. This transition is reversible, so the tetragonal form of molecules can turn
back to trigonal form. Moreover, in aprotic solvents two and more molecules of boronic
acid in their trigonal form can reversibly associate in boroxine rings. Boroxines are
clusters that appear spontaneously in non-aqueous solvents and dissociate spontaneously
upon addition of water molecules into the system.60, 61 Figure 7 shows all three structure
types of boronic acid. We know situations, when boroxines and trigonal forms of boronic
acid coexist; in block copolymer nanoparticles containing phenylboronic acid on the
interface of the hydrophobic block and partially soluble or fully soluble neighbor polymer
block. Molecules of phenylboronic acid situated in hydrophobic core are in form of
boroxines and a portion of phenylboronic acids situated on the interface between the
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hydrophobic core and water accessible shell is in trigonal form. Trigonal and tetragonal
form of boronic acid strongly influences the diol binding.

Figure 7: Reversible boronic acid transitions between: top-trigonal form to tetragonal form, bottomtrigonal form and boroxine ring composed from two molecules(bottom left) and from three molecules
(bottom right).

2.3.2. Reversible diol binding
Boronic acid can reversibly bind to vicinal diols by forming boronate esters.60, 61, 62
Binding typically takes place at physiological pH and the ester bond distracts in presence
of acid. In more detailed, biding reaction is influenced by pH and thus, also by the
geometry of phenyl boronic acid. In general, arylboronic acids bind more effectively to
diols at a higher pH, when pH overcomes the pKA of boronic acid causing the transition
from trigonal to tetragonal form. The pKA values of phenylboronic acid equal to 8.8 may
change with substituents on phenyl ring. By functionalization of the phenyl ring we can
tune the molecule for specific use either by lowering and also by increasing pH. Mono-,
di- and tri-fluoro substitution causes pKA decrease from 8.8 to 8.6, 7.0 and 6.8,
respectively, because of its electron-withdrawing character. This type of functionalization
is often used in case of molecules intended to be used in drug delivery, where binding of
diols should take place at pH near to the physiological. In contrast, electron-donating
groups like methoxy groups can raise the pKA value of phenylboronic acid from 8.8 to
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9.0. The pKA of phenylboronic is important when choosing the reaction conditions for
diol binding.60, 61, 62, 63 The ester formation between phenylboronic acid and diol occurs
the most effectively in a pH that corresponds to the half value of the sum of the pKA of
phenylboronic acid and of the pKA of newly formed ester. This estimate of ideal pH for
the reaction can be calculated from the equation

In this equation, pKA(1) corresponds to boronic acid and pKA(2) to the newly formed
ester.62, 63 Although diol binding occurs the most effectively at boronic acid´s tetragonal
form, the reaction can occur also at the trigonal form but at markedly slower rates.
Particularly, Alizarin Red S is a molecule that preferably reacts with trigonal form of
phenylboronic acid.45, 63 Figure 8 shows diol binding at both geometric forms of boronic
acid.

Figure 8:Boronic acid-diol binding and ester hydrolysis with boronic acid in: top- trigonal form and btetragonal form.

Binding and release of diols is attractive for the purposes of drug delivery, especially for
cancer treatment. For this, phenylboronic acid can be an adequate molecule candidate to
be included in nanoparticle systems for drug delivery. Boronic acid can bind to diols at
physiological pH and can release the cargo in acidic environment that perfectly to the
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environment of cancerous cells. Idea of boronic esters use for targeted delivery of drugs
has already been discussed in scientific publications and proves promise provided that
boronic acid group is for example grounded in the structure of a currently used anticancer
drug Bortezomib (also called as Velcade).64, 65, 66 Moreover, studies about boronic acidcontaining-nanoparticles describe a wide range of approaches for boronic acid mediated
sugar sensing.67, 68, 69 Reversible binding of saccharides is often tied with the application
of photosensitive molecules for visualization and better understanding of occurring
events.
Alizarin Red S, ARS is an example of fluorophore that result in visible color,
absorbance and fluorescence changes between their free forms and boron-dye complexes.
Thus, this molecule is ideal for model studies of nanoparticles convenience for drug
delivery and can be used for understanding of sugar binding via boronic ester linkages.
In the first place, ARS can exist in three forms, shown in Figure 9. Those three forms are
neutral, monoanionic and dianionic present in acidic, neutral and basic pH, respectively.
The transition between the neutral to monoanionic form occurs when pH crosses the
pKA=4.5 and the transition between monoanionic and dianionic form occurs when pH
crosses the pKA = 11.41, 53, 63, 70

Figure 9: Alizarin Red S, ARS in: top left-neutral form, top middle-monoanionic form, top right-dianionic
form. ARS-boronic acid binding and release with boronic acid in: bottom left-trigonal form, (bottom left)
bottom right-tetragonal form.
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The charge appears on the two hydroxyls of the anthracene that also give place to
boronic ester formation and that charge of diols disappears with ester bond formation.
The optimal pH for Alizarin Red S binding to phenylboronic acid is between 7 and 7.6
where can phenylboronic acid exist in trigonal or negatively charged tetragonal form.
Thus, final ARS-phenylboronic acid complex can be neutral or charged, in case of
trigonal or tetragonal form, respectively. Figure 9 shows two above mentioned ARSboronic acid complexes types.41, 45, 53, 63, 70
The main advantage of using Alizarin Red S is that its non-ionic and monoanionic
structure types differ in color and also in absorption and fluorescence spectra. As a result,
ARS can easily help to map boron ester formation and hydrolysis reaction for model study
of drug delivery systems. For further understanding of color, e.g., absorbance and
fluorescence change, let's imagine three consecutive events where Alizarin Red S and
boronic acid act as reagents in binding and release reactions. Individual events are
summed up in the Figure 10.

Figure 10: Three events of Alizarin Red S, ARS and nanoparticles containing boronic acid reaction Event
1-physiological pH, free monoanionic ARS, pink color, absorbance maxima at high wavelength and no
fluorescence emission. Event 2- physiological pH, formed ARS-phenylboronic acid ester in nanoparticles,
orange color, blue shift of absorbance maxima and appearing fluorescence emission. Event 3-acidic pH,
free ARS, yellow color, blue shift of absorbance, no fluorescence emission.
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In the first event, we have a solution of free ARS in monoanionic form at physiological
pH. In the second event, a portion of nanoparticles containing phenylboronic acid is
added to the solution of the event one while maintaining physiological pH. We suppose
that ARS is quantitatively encapsulated into nanoparticles forming boronic acid-ARS
ester. Thus, we have bound ARS in non-ionic form at neutral pH. In the third event,
ARS-loaded nanoparticles reach acidic pH and the boronic-diol esters hydrolyze by
releasing ARS to the solution. In this case, we suppose that all ARS molecules are
released and that at the end of event three, there is a solution of nanoparticles in solution
of free ARS in non-ionic form at acidic pH.
First of all, we can track the ester formation reaction thanks to Alizarin Red S
color changes. In the first event, the color of free monoanionic ARS at physiological pH
is burgundy pink. In the second event, ARS binds to boronic acid losing charge and
yielding non-ionic form at physiological pH and its pink color changes to yelloworange. In the third event, the ARS is free in non-ionic form at acidic pH and its color
is yellow. Each of two anionic forms at different pH can be distinguished easily and the
binding and release can be tracked by observation of color changes.
Secondly, we can distinguish between individual Alizarin Red S form in solution
by absorbance maxima changes. The highest absorbance maxima between 515 and 530
nm belongs to free monoanionic form at neutral pH of event number one. Few tens of
nanometers lower maxima at values approximately between 465 and 480 absorbance
maxima shows bound non-ionic form at neutral pH corresponding to the event two.
The lowest absorbance maxima between values 420 and 435 nm belongs to the free nonionic form at the acidic pH.
Lastly, ARS results also in fluorescence changes. Only two possible situations can
occur during biding and release of ARS by phenylboronic acid. Free ARS does not emit
light while the bound ARS shows strong fluorescence emission with maxima between
560 and 575 nm.41, 45, 53, 63, 70
To sum up, phenylboronic acid can reversibly bind to functional vicinal diols.
Alizarin Red S is an appropriate molecule for the study of competitive and fully reversible
binding/release reactions between phenylboronic acids and sugars or diol-containing
drugs. The color, absorbance and fluorescence change of this fluorophore may help to
quantify the amount of encapsulated or sensed drug or sugar, respectively.
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2.3.3. Irreversible hypoxic environment mapping
Moreover, reversible drug binding and sugar sensing property can be upgraded with a
hypoxic environment mapping. Phenyl boronic acid is irreversibly sensitive towards
red/ox environment. In particular, boronic acid undergo deboronation reaction in the
presence of hydrogen peroxide that is highly present in tumorous environment. The
boronic acid-containing molecule turns to an alcohol by releasing the boric acid as a side
product of the reaction. The reaction is depicted in the Figure 11. Combined with
fluorescence signaling molecules as for example Alizarin Red S, boronic acid exhibits
ideal prepositions to be used as a hydrogen peroxide sensor for cancer treatment.41, 71, 72

Figure 11:Irreversible deboronation of phenylboronic acid by hydrogen peroxide.

3. Characterization techniques
The analysis of triblock terpolymer involves a number of techniques for description of
polymeric and micellar properties. Starting from the synthesis of the polymer, nuclear
magnetic resonance is usually the first picked method for structural analysis of the
polymer. When for example modifying the polymer by post-polymerization reaction, the
comparison of infrared spectra of reactants and products can give us information on the
efficiency of the reaction. When transferring the triblock terpolymer to the solution
yielding micelles, very often used technique that become the “must-have” in
nanoparticles solutions is the static and dynamic light scattering. Another completing
method to the static and dynamic light scattering based on the similar principle of
interaction of light with the matter is the measurement of zeta-potential by means of
electrophoretic dynamic light scattering. Then, strongly arising in recent years is
cryogenic transmission electron microscopy, giving the visual idea of in situ
nanoparticles. When studying a micellar system focusing on its use in drug delivery, the
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study typically involves encapsulation and release of fluorophores. For this reason,
absorbance measurements together with fluorescence spectroscopy are the right methods
to track the encapsulation and release thanks to the spectral changes of applied
fluorophore. Following section will briefly sum-up the essential of the theoretical
background of above-mentioned spectroscopy and scattering methods starting with
method based on the interaction of matter with magnetic field, then following subchapters
will describe the interaction of light with matter starting with scattering methods and
followed by spectroscopy methods. The end of the chapter will be dedicated to the brief
presentation of cryogenic microscopy of micelles.

3.1.

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy

Nuclear magnetic resonance, NMR is an analytical technique for a quality control and
molecular determining. This method works based on the interaction of matter with
magnetic field and the principle usually consists of three steps. First, the magnetic nuclear
spins of a nuclei align in a constant magnetic field 𝐵0 , in an equilibrium state. Second,
the alignment of the nuclear spins is perturbed by a radiofrequency, (RF), pulse. Third,
the RF pulse induces the Larmor precession of the nuclear spins around 𝐵0 , and the
precession induces the voltage in a detection coil collected as NMR signal.73, 74, 75 First to
explain, an atomic nucleus has or does not have a spin, I⃗. When the number of neutrons
and of the protons is both even, then the nucleus has no spin. When the number of
neutrons plus the number of protons is odd, then the nucleus has half-integer spin (1/2,
3/2, 5/2). When the number of neutrons and the number of protons is both odd, then the
nucleus has an integer spin (1, 2, 3). Each spin can oscillate around the center of atom in
two states, 𝑚 = 1⁄2 and 𝑚 = − 1⁄2. These two states have the same energy, e.g. they
are degenerate in absence of magnetic field. Atomic nucleus with non-zero spin I⃗, (entire
or half number) has its non-zero magnetic dipole moment, 𝜇⃗ with following formula

where 𝛾 is gyromagnetic ratio, and ⃗I a non-zero spin. The gyromagnetic ratio, 𝛾, is
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where ħ stands for the reduced Planck’s constant, 𝑔𝑁 is the 𝑔-factor and 𝜇𝑁 is the nuclear
magneton. This relation corresponds to the ratio of a particle magnetic moment to its
angular momentum. When the atom with non-zero spin as for example nuclides 1H, 11B,
13

C is exposed to an external magnetic field, 𝐵0 , its nuclear spins split between two levels,

the higher and lower energy level, called as Zeeman effect. The population of spins is
distributed in a manner that the antiparallel spins to the direction of ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝐵0 are situated in the
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗0 are in the lower energy
high energy level, and the spins parallel to the direction of 𝐵
level. The energy difference between two states is

If the nuclear spins would be distributed equally in the parallel and antiparallel
orientation, the magnetic dipole moment of the atom would be zero.73, 74, 75 However, the
distribution of the spins in two directions is not equal, and the atom has a magnetic dipole
moment, called magnetization. The energy of the magnetic dipole moment in magnetic
field 𝐵0 is

The vector of magnetization exposed to external magnetic field, 𝐵0 circle around the z
axis which represents the direction of the external magnetic field. This circular movement
of the magnetization in a cone around z axis is called Larmor precession, and its
frequency, 𝜔, is described as

where 𝜔0 stands for the oscillation frequency in the magnetic field 𝐵0 . However, this
precession in z axis is invisible for NMR detection.73, 74, 75 The Larmor precession is
measurable only when the direction of the 𝜇⃗ is not parallel to the 𝐵0 , so we have to add
an additional magnetic field 𝐵1 radio-frequency pulse of the frequency 𝜔𝑅𝐹 to the
system, that turns the magnetization usually 90° or 180° from the z axis (𝐵0 ) and that
perturbates the spins from their equilibrium. The frequency of applied RF pulse has to
fulfill the resonance condition
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meaning that the energy of the applied RF pulse has to be equal to the energy of the
natural undamped frequency of the system. When applying the 90° pulse to the atom
fulfilling this condition, the magnetization vectors is perpendicular to the axis of the
vector of the magnetic field, ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝐵0 and the spins unify resulting in the precession in a phase.
NMR measures the relaxation of the turned magnetization vector from the nonequilibrium perpendicular state after pulse until reaching the parallel equilibrium state.73,
74, 75

The system can relax based on two types of relaxations, the T1 relaxation that, also

called longitudinal relaxation or spin-lattice relaxation, referring to the mean time for
nucleus to return to its thermal equilibrium state of the spins including the interactions of
the spin with surrounding molecules. T1 is generally longer than the second type of the
relaxation, the T2 transverse or spin-spin relaxation. The T2 relaxation refers to the
interaction between the neighboring nuclei with identical precession frequencies but in
different quantum states. In this situation the nuclei in a lower energy level can be excited,
while the excited nucleus relaxes to the lower energy state. The T2 relaxation results in a
broadening of the signal in NMR spectra of molecules with slowed-down dynamics.
Broad spectra signals are very typical for polymeric samples, where the interaction of
molecules in a long chain with slow diffusion and dynamics prolongates the relaxation
rates (it shortens the relaxation times).73, 74, 75
As explained in the introduction, the precession induces the voltage signal known
as free induction decay, FID in a detection coil and contains the signal of all excited spins
of the nuclei in thy system. The periodicity of the signal in a time is transformed to the
frequency-domain by Fourier transformation. We obtain a spectrum of the NMR
absorption intensity versus the NMR frequency. The peaks belonging to the atoms have
a specific chemical shift,

where 𝜔 is a frequency of an analyte and 𝜔𝑟𝑒𝑓 is a frequency of a reference, giving an
NMR peak with units of parts per million, ppm. The shifts and their intensities are
typically different for the atoms of the same type, which are chemically non-equivalent
within the molecule. This is due to the chemical shielding of the analyzed nuclei by the
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shell electrons, and also by the surrounding molecules electrons. The analysis of the NMR
spectra consists of the logical assignment of the peaks to the atoms of a known or
unknown molecule by integrating and by comparing the integration of all of the peaks in
a spectrum. The typical chemical shifts of functional groups, of entire compounds can be
found in NMR databases and can help to determine the exact molecular structure.73, 74, 75

3.2.

Light scattering

Light scattering is a very important technique in analysis of colloids and dispersions of
nanoparticles. Method is based on the elastic scattering of the wave component of the
light on a particle. Elastic light scattering refers to the scattering while which the energy
of the incident light is equal to the energy of the scattered light.28, 75, 76 When a light
interacts with a nanoparticle smaller than 𝜆⁄20 of the incident light, the intensity of the
electromagnetic wave in this point harmonically oscillate and deform the electron shell
of the molecule. This provokes the formation of an oscillating isolated dipole and the
particles become a source of a secondary emission of light. The intensity of the light for
small particles is independent on the scattering angle and in contrary is proportional to
the intensity of the incident light and the square of the polarizability of the particle. The
measured quantity of the scattering of small particles is the intensity of scattering

where 𝐼0 is the intensity of the incident light, 𝑁 is the number of scatterers, 𝛼 is the
polarizability of the particle, 𝜆 is the wavelength of the incident light, 𝑟 is the distance of
scatterers, and 𝜃 is the angle between the incident light and the scattered light trajectory.
28, 75, 76, 77

When the light interacts with particles larger than 𝜆⁄20 of the incident light, the

particles behave as a sum of individual dipoles. Polymeric chains in dilute solutions are
in form of a statistical coil or in a dispersion of nanoparticles, and thus, the
macromolecules act as isotropic particles with a number of distributed dipoles. For these
larger particles, the scattering intensity is no longer independent of the scattering angle.
We can analyze the particles with two principal measurement types, the static light
scattering, SLS, and the dynamic light scattering, DLS. In both scattering methods we
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analyze the scattering response as a function of so-called scattering vector, 𝑞⃗. The 𝑞⃗ is
defined by the difference of the wave vectors of the scattered light 𝑘⃗⃗ and the incident light
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑘0 in different scattering angle 𝜃,

also represented in Figure 12.

Figure 12: Representation of scattering vector 𝑞⃗ as a function of angle 𝜃 between incident light vector
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑘0 and scattered light vector 𝑘⃗⃗ .

⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗0 | = |𝑘⃗⃗| = 2𝜋⁄ and
For an elastic scattering process, the magnitude of wave vector |𝑘
𝜆
the index of the solvent 𝑛𝐷 has to be taken into account for including the changes of
wavelength of incident light compared to its value in air, (𝑛𝐷 =1), and therefore the
magnitude of scattering vector is

Starting with static light scattering, SLS, the objective of the measurement is to determine
the weight average of the molar mass, Mw, the z-average of the radius of gyration, RG,
and also the z-average of the second virial coefficient, A2, when measuring the 𝑞dependent intensity of the scattered light, 𝐼 (𝑞 ), described as

where 𝑟 is the distance of scatterers and 𝑃(𝑞) is the structure form factor. It can be shown
that for small scatterers the form factor is a linear function of 𝑞 2 for any particle shape
(so called Guinier region) as follows
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which allows determination of the particle radius of gyration, RG. As the intensity of the
scattering by the larger particles depends on the scattering angle, 𝜃, for determining MW,
RG and A2 we measure the sample at different scattering angles and also for different
sample concentrations.28, 75, 76, 77 The basis for analyzing the scattered intensity of particles
from 10 nm to 50 nm radius is to treat the measured data of scattering intensity by the
Zimm equation

where 𝑅 is the normalized scattered intensity, the Rayleigh ratio, and where 𝐴2 is the
second virial coefficient that describes the attractive and repulsive forces between
particles, where 𝑐 is the concentration of the analyte, and where 𝐾𝑐 is

with refractive index increment, d𝑛⁄d𝑐 , that refers to the contrast between the solvent
and dissolved particles. Zimm equation provides the relation between the scattered
intensity of the analyzed particles, their concentration and the amplitude of the scattering
vector.75, 76, 77
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Figure 13:Zimm plot-extrapolation of scattering intensity to 0 concentration and 0 angle, 𝜃, where MW is
absolute molecular weight of particle, RG is absolute radius of gyration and A2 stands for second virial
coefficient .

When extrapolating the ratio

𝐾𝑐⁄
2 𝜃
𝑅 on 𝑘𝑐 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (2 ) towards the angle 𝜃 = 0° and

towards the concentration 𝑐 = 0g/L shown in the Figure 13, the intersection of the curve
1

with axis y gives us 𝑀 . When dividing the mass of the polymer with MW of polymer in
𝑤

sample, we can obtain the aggregation number, Nagg, in other words the number polymeric
𝐾𝑐⁄
𝑅 (𝜃 = 0°, 𝑐) gives the doubled value
of 𝐴2 . The RG2 value is given from the slope of 𝑃(𝑞 ) on 𝑞 2 .28, 75, 76
chains forming one micelle. Then, the slope of

The fundamental of DLS is based on the measurements of spatial and temporal
fluctuation of the intensity of the scattered light from particles that undergo random
Brownian motion.28,

75, 76, 77

The fluctuation of scattering intensity due to particles

mobility are expressed in autocorrelation function, 𝐺(𝑟, 𝜏) that for the Brownian motion
only depends on the distance 𝑟 = |𝑟⃗|, and is given as

where 〈Δ𝑅(𝜏)2 〉 refers to the mean-square displacement of the scattering particle that
stands for the average distance squared it travels during time 𝜏. The Brownian motion of
the particles in solution is caused by the random thermal density fluctuations of the
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solvent molecules. The particle in the scattering volume undergo a random walk, and the
mean-square displacement is given

with 𝐷, the diffusion coefficient. The Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function
(19) leads to the dynamic structure factor, which is proportional to ~exp(-q2Dt), as a
quantity that is measured in the DLS experiment.28, 75, 76, 77 The Stokes-Einstein equation
of diffusion coefficient, 𝐷 relates the diffusion and the size of a spherical particle

including 𝑘𝐵 , the Boltzmann’s constant, 𝑇, the absolute temperature of the suspension,
𝜂, the viscosity of the solvent and RH, the hydrodynamic radius of the scatterer. Thus, the
diffusion coefficient depends on the size and the shape of the particle and also on the
viscosity of the system. Large value of diffusion coefficient, or small value of solvent
viscosity stands for quickly moving small particles compared to the slow velocity of the
movement of bigger particles with smaller value of diffusion coefficient, or to the slow
velocity of particle movement in low viscous liquid. When measuring the dynamic light
scattering at different angles and concentrations, similar to SLS, we can obtain the true
hydrodynamic radius RH, from experimentally found apparent diffusion coefficients by
extrapolation to zero angle and concentration in dynamic Zimm plot adapting the StokesEinstein equation for diffusion coefficient.28, 75, 76, 77
Static and dynamic light scattering is considered as a key method for analysis of
polymeric and colloid solutions. It is a non-destructive method that experimentally
determines important quantities for nanoparticles characterization, and these quantities
are MW, Nagg, RG, A2, 𝐷 and also RH.

3.3.

UV-VIS spectroscopy

The light from UV-VIS electromagnetic spectrum range can be absorbed by molecules
with 𝜋 electrons, or with electrons in non-bonding orbitals and lone pairs. UV refers to
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ultraviolet light and is divided in two basic domains, the in near UV with wavelengths
from 200 nm to 390 nm and the far UV with wavelengths from 10 nm to 200 nm. VIS
stands for visible light ranging from 390 nm to 750 nm.28, 73, 78 The UV-VIS absorption
measurement can in one hand bring structural information about polymer containing for
example a polymer block composed of phenyl molecules. In other hand it can serve as a
quantitative method for chromophore compound quantification in case of system for
targeted delivery and release. In more detailed, the absorptivity, 𝐴 of a chromophore is
sensitive to the polarity of the environment and it can also change between free form and
bound to another molecule form. The chromophore can be a part of a polymeric backbone
or can be attached as the functional pendant groups of the polymer. The absorptivity can
give information about the chromophore thanks to the Lambert-Beer equation

where 𝜀 is a molar absorption coefficient of analyte, 𝑙 is the pathlength of the light and 𝑐,
the concentration of analyte.28, 73, 78 Absorptivity is linearly dependent on the length of
the cuvette and concentration of the analyte only if the chromophore is uniformly
distributed through the sample, if the concentration is not changing during the
measurement and if the sample is not turbid. Absorptivity can be also expressed as

where 𝐼0 is the intensity of incident light, 𝐼 is the intensity of transmitted light and the
relation

𝐼0
𝐼

is transmittance, 𝑇. The output data from the UV-VIS measurement can be

shown by means of different functions of wavelength. The x axis of the spectra is usually
representing the wavelength, while the y axis can show the absorbance, the intensity, the
molar absorption coefficient, and in case of chiroptical spectroscopy the optical rotatory
dispersion or the circular dichroism.28, 73, 78 The absorbance measurements of polymers
for drug delivery are usually tightly relied with fluorescence spectroscopy as a
complementary technique.
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3.4.

Infrared spectroscopy

The absorption of a light of the wavelength from the range belonging to near infrared
region by a molecule leads to its transition to higher vibrational levels. The wavelengths
of infrared region of light ranges from approximately 7.5∙10-7 m that stands for a boundary
of UV-VIS region, to approximately 1∙10-3 m that refers to the boundary with microwave
region. The infrared spectroscopy uses the wavelength region of light from 2.5∙10-4 cm
to 2.5∙10-4 cm.28, 79, 80 Briefly, a non-linear molecule consisting of N atoms can be present
in 3N-6 vibrational degrees of freedom, in other words normal vibrational modes. While
each of the modes is characterized by three vibrational frequencies, some of the modes
can be degenerated multiple times. When absorbing the light, the molecule’s bonds start
to vibrate in a specific frequency for each molecule type. Typical vibrations are for
example the symmetric or antisymmetric valence vibration, or both, in plane and out of
plane deformation vibration.28, 79, 80
A typical infrared spectrum can be organized as a dependence of the absorbance or
transmittance on the frequency of vibration, transformed from Hz to the wavenumber, 𝜈̃
1

, where 𝜈̃ = 𝜆. For both, there are two characteristic types of vibrational frequencies.
First, the higher frequency vibration, in 𝜈 approximately from 800 cm-1 to 3600 cm-1, that
are typical for vibrations of functional groups, as for example -CH3, -NH2, -OH, -C=O, CH=O. Second, there are slower vibrational frequencies in 𝜈 approximately from 200 cm1

to 800 cm-1, also called as fingerprint region.79, 80 When analyzing a polymer with

infrared spectroscopy, the number of atoms, N is very high, and the number of possible
vibrational modes is very large as the vibrational frequency depends on nonbinding
interactions of atoms with surrounding molecules.28 However, there are usually some
identical vibrations for functional groups, or for a close atom arrangement pattern, that
can serve as a tool for identification even of a very complicated molecule. We can analyze
for example the vibrational band typical for a double bond the most usually in the area
from 1640 cm-1 to 1690 cm-1, or the vibrational band of alcohols, with -OH vibration in
the area from 3200 cm-1 to 3650 cm-1.The infrared spectroscopy is mostly used in
biochemistry and biophysical chemistry for analysis of the protein structure. For example,
the vibrational frequency of amide group in 𝛼-helix, 𝛽-sheet and in a random chain differ
and can serve for the structure determination.28, 75, 79, 80
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3.5.

Fluorescence spectroscopy

The absorption of photon in UV-VIS region by a molecule causes the transition of the
molecule from its ground singlet state, S0 to higher excited singlet levels S1, S2 and
others.75, 81, 82, 83 The absorption and excitation can be observed only when the selection
rules are fulfilled. The transition dipole moment of the molecule, 𝜇 has to change upon
the interaction of the electromagnetic wave and its value has to be non-zero. The most
probable transition is when 𝜇⃗ is parallel with the plane of the polarized light. Also, the
probability of the transition is the highest for the vertical transitions with the largest
overlap of vibrational functions. Then, the precondition for excitation described by
Franck-Condon principle explains that the internuclear distances of the molecules have
to stay unchanged.28, 75, 81, 82 When the conditions are fulfilled and the atom absorbs a
photon in a timescale lower than 10-15 s, the molecule persist a moment in some of
vibrational levels of excited state and then returns to some of the vibrational levels of the
ground state. Molecules are the most usually excited from the ground singlet state to the
excited state of the same multiplicity (S1, S2 etc.), also called singlet state. The excitation
of the molecule with transition to the excited state with different multiplicity (T1, T2 etc.),
e.g. from singlet state to triplet state is forbidden, but the triplet state can be reached from
singlet excited state. The return to the ground state can follow different pathways, that
differ by the time scale of the return process, as shown in Jablonski diagram in Figure 14.
Jablonski diagram describes the electronic states of a molecule and the transitions
between corresponding vibrational and rotational states.28, 75, 81
There are basically two types of relaxation processes of the molecule to the ground
state, the non-radiative processes (indicated by curved arrows) and radiative relaxation
(indicated by straight arrows).28,

75, 81

First, there are three types of non-radiative

processes. The vibrational relaxation, which is the mechanism of relaxation of the
molecule to the lowest vibrational level of the excited state by dissipating the kinetical
energy to the surrounding in form of thermal energy. Molecule also can relax by
vibrational energy until reaching the ground state. Another two radiation-less deexcitation
of molecule that prolongate the lifetime of the molecule in excited state are the internal
conversion and the intersystem crossing. The process of internal conversion is the
dissipation of energy within two states with the same spin multiplicity with time frame
from 10-11 s to 10-9 s in between electronic levels higher than the S1. If the spin multiplicity
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while the process of dissipation changes for example from singlet state S1 to triplet state
T1, it refers to the intersystem crossing. This process is more slowly than internal
conversion and is important in molecules with large spin-orbit coupling. After both
radiation-less processes, the internal conversion and the intersystem crossing, the
molecule returns to the ground state by radiative relaxation. First, when the molecule
reaches the ground state S0 from excited state of the same multiplicity, this molecule
undergoes radiative transition that is called fluorescence. Fluorescence occurs in time
scale from 10-9 s to 10-7 s. Second, the intersystem crossing of excited molecule from
singlet to triplet state prolongates the excitation time of the molecule. The delayed
radiative process of relaxation from the excited triplet state to the ground singlet state is
called phosphorescence. Phosphorescence occurs in time scale ranging from 10 -3 s to
seconds.28, 75, 82, 83

Figure 14:Jablonski diagram. Schematic representation of the electron transitions between the moment
of its excitation until the relaxation. Curved arrows-non-radiative processes, straight arrows-radiative
processes.

Substances capable of emitting light are called fluorophores. These are typically
aromatic compounds as for example conjugates of coumarins, anthracenes and pyrenes
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with a typical fluorescence lifetime, 𝜏, describing the time of relaxation to the ground
state. Each of fluorophores shows a different capability of light emission, called the
fluorescence quantum yield, 𝜙𝐹 . Fluorescence quantum yield relates the number of
emitting photons, 𝑛𝐹 to the number of absorbed photons, 𝑛𝐴 . This variable is usually
expressed by use of rate constants of individual radiative and radiation-less events as
follows

where 𝑘𝐹 is rate constant of fluorescence and the denominator relates to the sum of the
rate constants of all the processes (radiative and radiation-less).28, 81, 82 The quantum yield
of a fluorophore is decreased by radiation-less processes occurring after molecule’s
excitation (for example quenching or energy transfer). The fluorophore excitation and
radiative relaxation can be analyzed by measuring the dependence of fluorescence
intensity on the varying excitation wavelength when excited by a light source of a
constant wavelength, called as fluorescence emission spectrum measurement. When
exciting the fluorophore with a light source of a variable wavelength and when analyzing
the intensity of fluorescence emission at constant wavelength, we talk about excitation
spectrum measurement. Excitation spectrum of a fluorophore should give information
about the absorption maxima of the molecule, and it is closely related to the UV-VIS
spectrum. The emission spectra measurement is usually organized in way to excite the
molecule with the wavelength corresponding to its absorption maxima. The intensity of
a fluorescence emission can be proportionally affected by a concentration of fluorophore.
The shape and wavelength range of fluorophore’s emission spectra can be affected also
by its environment in solution, more exactly the polarity of the solvent. Polar solvents
shift the emission to the red area (longer wavelengths) due to the solvation of the molecule
causing the change of a dipole moment of a fluorophore. Similar to fluorophore
environment effect on emission, also reactions of binding or release of the fluorophore to
or from a molecule can shift emission spectra to lower or higher wavelengths. 28, 81, 82
Fluorescence spectroscopy can be used in a polymer chemistry as an analyzing
tool for systems as for example nanoparticles for drug delivery. The encapsulation and
release of a fluorophore as s model drug usually cause the changes of fluorophore’s
microenvironment. The fluorescence emission spectrum of a fluorophore in polar solution
usually differs from the fluorescence emission spectrum of fluorophore in non-polar
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micellar core. Drug delivery systems often consist of functional groups that may
reversibly bind to fluorophore to ensure the effectivity of the system. Studying of biding
and release reactions with fluorescence emission measurements may help to determine
the quantity of the fluorophore in the drug delivery system. 28, 82, 83

3.6.

Cryogenic transmission electron microscopy

The cryogenic transmission electron microscopy, the cryo-TEM is a microscopy
technique that permits to study a soft matter it means the biological sample or polymeric
materials at a high-resolution level.75, 84

Figure 15:Cryo-TEM image of spherical and linear multicompartment nanoparticles formed by
poly(styrene)-b-poly(butadiene)-b-poly(methyl methacrylate), PS-b-PB-b-PMMA with various core
volume ratios (VPS/VPB). Micelles staining with OsO4 results in black PB block, grey PS block and PMMA
solvophilic block is invisible. Images show: a- “clovers” micelles, b-“Maltese crosses” nanoparticles,
c, d- football like micelles, e-“double burgers” nanoparticles, f-linear multicompartment rods. The scale
bars are 200 nm and 50 nm in the insets.15

The method is based on the transmission of accelerated electrons with high kinetical
energy (100-400 kV) through a thin layer of sample in vitreous ice. Electron beam is
focused on the sample by the magnetic field and the transmitted electrons are focused by
the electromagnetic lenses of the microscope. The formation of an image is based on the
modification of electron waves transmitted through the sample. The phase of electrons
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that do not interact with analyte remain identical while the phase of electron interacting
with sample changes. The waves may then constructively interfere resulting in increased
detected intensity, also called as a phase object. The sample preparation for cryo-TEM is
advantageous aspect of whole measurement. The liquid sample is applied on a copper
grid usually covered with lacey carbon film. The grid with sample is plunge-frozen in
liquid ethane or mixture of ethane and propane to ensure the formation of vitreous ice
avoiding the crystallization of the sample. The analyzed specimen can be observed in its
native environment, in situ in contrast to X-ray crystallography where the sample usually
undergo conformational changes upon monocrystal formation.75, 84
The cryo-TEM is mainly used for biological samples of viruses, ribosomes or
mitochondria. However, this method is gaining interest in field of macromolecular
chemistry as a completing method for nanoparticles analysis to light scattering methods
(SLS, SAXS and SANS). The changes in electron density between incompatible polymer
blocks usually accompanied with selective staining can show multicompartment
architecture of block copolymer nanoparticles. The example of multicompartment
micelles visualization by cryo-TEM is in the Figure 15 from publication of Gröschel et
al.15
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4. Aims of the thesis
This thesis is a contribution to the study of stimuli-responsive triblock terpolymer
micelles in the Soft Matter group, Department of Physical and Macromolecular
Chemistry, CU. The aims of this diploma thesis are following:
1. To functionalize the poly(styrene)-b-poly(4-vinyl pyridine)-b-poly(ethylene
oxide), PS-b-P4VP-b-PEO with 2-bromomethyl-4-fluorophenylboronic acid and
separately with 2-bromomethyl phenylboronic acid, by post-polymerization
quaternization reaction yielding a stimuli-responsive phenylboronic acidcontaining triblock terpolymer.
2. To characterize and quantify the post-polymerization quaternization reaction
efficiency.
3. To prepare in a controlled manner micellar solution of newly modified triblock
terpolymers and to characterize the micelles in term of size and molar mass.
4. To study the encapsulation, stimuli-induced release and sugar sensing using
model drugs Alizarin and ARS, and to analyze the reactions by means of UV-VIS
spectroscopy and fluorescence spectroscopy.
The obtained knowledge will allow for a reproducible preparation of stable stimuliresponsive boronic acid-containing nanoparticles in aqueous solution and for the
understanding of the influence of outer stimuli on the drug encapsulation and release by
block copolymer nanoparticles.

Figure 16:Representation of studied stimuli responsive system containing phenylboronic acid bound to
model drug Alizarin Red S.
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5. Materials and methods
5.1.

Reagents

Poly(styrene)-b-poly(4-vinyl pyridine)-b-poly(ethylene oxide), PS-b-P4VP-b-PEO,
structure in Figure 17, was purchased from Polymer Source, Inc. (Dorval, Quebec,
Canada).

Figure 17:Structure of used PS-b-P4VP-b-PEO triblock terpolymer.

The triblock terpolymer was synthesized by living anionic polymerization by successive
addition of monomer using cumyl potassium as initiator. Further information on the
synthesis protocol is from supplier Polymer Source under sample #P10212-S4VPEO.
Briefly, the molar mass of individual polymer blocks, Mn, of PS-b-P4VP-b-PEO is (33.0b-83.0-b-16.0) ∙ 103 g/mol and the dispersity of the polymer, Đ is 1.15. Both results are
based on size exclusion chromatography. Poly(4-vinyl pyridine) (Mn = 6000 g/mol, Đ =
1.2), PVP, was purchased from Polymer Source, Inc. (Dorval, Quebec, Canada).

Figure 18:Structure of quaternization agents: left - 2-bromomethyl-4-fluorophenylboronic acid, FPBA,
right- 2-bromomethyl phenylboronic acid, PBA.
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Quaternization agents, 2-bromomethyl-4-fluorophenylboronic acid, (95 %, M.W.
= 232.8 g/mol), FPBA, and 2-bromomethyl phenylboronic acid (95 %, M.W. = 214.85
g/mol), PBA were purchased from Combi-Blocks, structures shown in Figure 18.
Spectra/Por® dialysis membrane with a nominal MWCO of 6000–8000 was used
for dialysis. In addition, we used Alizarin Red S, ARS (Acros Organics), Alizarin, (Sigma
Aldrich, USA), Galactose, (Sigma Aldrich, USA), Fructose (Sigma Aldrich, USA),
Ascorbic acid, (Sigma Aldrich, USA).
Solvents that were used for the quaternization of the polymer, for the selfassembly: N,N-dimethyl formamide (DMF), (for HPLC,  99.9 %, Sigma Aldrich, USA),
methanol, (for HPLC  99.9 %, Sigma Aldrich, USA), 0.01 M NaOH and 0.01 M HCl
were prepared by dissolving of NaOH beads and by diluting 37 % HCl, (Sigma Aldrich,
USA), respectively, both using MiliQ water prepared by reverse osmosis.
NMR measurement were carried out using deuterated solvents: CD3OD, (Sigma
Aldrich, USA), N,N-dimethyl formamide-d7, (Sigma Aldrich, USA), THD-d8, (Sigma
Aldrich, USA), D2O, (99.8 atom %D, ARMER Chemicals).

5.2.

Quaternization of SVE triblock terpolymer with FPBA and PBA

In this study, we aimed to quaternize PS-b-P4VP-b-PEO, SVE ( S – PS block; V – P4VP
block; E – PEO block), with 2-bromomethyl-4-fluorophenylboronic acid, FPBA, and 2bromomethyl-phenylboronic acid, PBA, yielding SVE-FPBA and SVE-PBA samples
respectively, to bring the diol binding and hypoxic environment mapping properties.
Previous results of Soft Matter research group, specifically, the study performed by Dr.
Ďorďovič shown that percentage of the quaternized P4VP units in SVE triblock
terpolymer strongly influences the solubility and stability of the polymer. When
comparing the solubility and stability of 25 % quaternized, 50 % quaternized and 100 %
quaternized PS-b-P4VP-b-PEO, the 50 % quaternized analogue shown the most
appropriate solubility and stability for the purposes of drug delivery. The solubility of the
polymer in methanol makes the self-assembly into nanoparticles easier to handle in
comparison to DMF or DMSO, which are good solvents for 25 % and 100 % quaternized
SVE. For this reason, we chose to quaternize the poly(4-vinyl pyridine) block by 50 %
with FPBA and PBA, and the exact degree of quaternization was checked by NMR after
each reaction. Thus, following study is directed towards the analysis of fifty percent
quaternized P4VP in PS-b-P4VP-b-PEO with 2-bromomethyl-4-fluorophenylboronic
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acid, FPBA denoted as SVE-FPBA and with 2-bromomethyl-phenylboronic acid, PBA
denoted as SVE-PBA. Quaternization reaction equations and images of solutions and
products are in Figure 19.

Figure 19:Reaction mechanism and pictures of solid products of PS-b-P4VP-b-PEO quaternization with
FPBA and PBA, yielding: top-SVE-FPBA, bottom-SVE-PBA triblock terpolymer.

Typical quaternization reaction occurred as following. In two separate roundbottom flasks was dissolved 200 mg of PS-b-P4VP-b-PEO in 12 mL of DMF. Both flasks
contained a magnetic stir, and both were heated at 60 °C to enhance the solubility of the
polymer. In parallel, 0.5 molar equivalent of quaternization agent FPBA or PBA, 132 mg
and 122 mg respectively, was dissolved in 3 mL of DMF. When all reagents dissolved,
FPBA solution was added dropwise into one of the round-bottom flasks with SVE by
giving the reaction mixture SVE-FPBA. In the same manner, the solution of PBA was
injected into remaining SVE solution giving rise to the SVE-PBA mixture. Reaction
mixtures were kept at 60 °C while stirring for 5 days. The visible color change from
slightly yellowish solution to dark brown green solution was observed for SVE-FPBA
sample and a slightly lighter brown green color was observed for the solution SVE-PBA.
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After five days of quaternization, both samples were separately transferred into dialysis
cellulose tubes with the 6-8 kDa cut-off and were dialyzed against 1 liter of deionized
water. The dialysis bath was changed three times in manner that the samples were
dialyzed twice for 4 hours and once for 12 hours to ensure the complete removal of DMF.
The color of both samples became lighter green when changing the solution solvent from
DMF to water. Dialyzed solutions of SVE-FPBA and SVE-PBA were subsequently
lyophilized yielding light green fluffy solid. The product of both reactions was analyzed
with NMR and IR spectroscopy.
SVE-FPBA: 1H NMR (400 MHz, CD3OD) δ (ppm): 8.87-8.49 (s), 8.43-8.08 (s), 7.947.72 (s), 7.70-6.58 (broad triplet), 6.10-5.55 (d), 6.11-5.84 (d), 3.71-3.51 (s), 2.17-1.23
(broad multiplet). 11B NMR (400 MHz, CD3OD) δ (ppm): 18.54 (s).
SVE-PBA: 1H NMR (400 MHz, CD3OD) δ (ppm): 8.84-8.44 (s), 8.39-7.96 (s), 7.937.72 (s), 7.66-7.26 (s), 7.16-6.56 (doublet), 6.06-5.55 (d), 3.72-3.52 (s), 2.17-1.23 (broad
multiplet). 11B NMR (400 MHz, CD3OD) δ (ppm): 18.60 (s).
Quaternization of pyridine with FPBA for pKA determination
Pyridine, Pyr, quaternized with 2-bromomethyl-4-fluorophenylboronic acid, FPBA was
used for determination of the pKA of the FPBA moieties attached to the pyridine ring
instead of SVE-FPBA sample. The pKA determination was performed by Dr. Somdeb
Jana from Soft Matter research team. Briefly, an adduct of pyridine and 2-bromomethyl4-fluorophenylboronic acid, Pyr-FPBA, was synthesized as follows. In total, 500 mg of
FPBA was dissolved in a round bottom flask with a magnetic stir in 5 mL of dried THF.
Then, 0.188 mL of pyridine (density 0.982 g/mL; 2.33 mmol) was added. The reaction
mixture was stirred at temperature 60 °C for 2 days under argon atmosphere. Pyr-FPBA
as a product partly precipitated, and the liquid phase was decanted and poured into cold
diethyl ether to precipitate. Both precipitates were dissolved in methanol to remove
reagents, and then, methanol was evaporated on a rotatory evaporator. 0.555 mg (81 %
yield) of product was isolated as a white powder and analyzed with NMR and IR
spectroscopy. Pyr-FPBA: 1H NMR (400 MHz, CD3OD) δ (ppm): 9.03-8.91 (d), 8.698.56 (t), 8.21-8.07 (t), 7.70-7.60 (m), 7.55 (m), 6.11-5.84 (d).
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5.3.

Self-assembly of SVE-FPBA and SVE-PBA

pH dependent self-assembly of SVE-FPBA
The self-assembly protocol of quaternized PS-b-P4VP-b-PEO, (denoted in the further text
as SVE-FPBA or SVE-PBA) was as first performed with aim to determine the influence
of the solvent on the nanoparticle size and stability. Three parallel self-assembly
processes were performed in acidic, neutral and basic aqueous media. These selfassembly reactions were noted as A, N and B, respectively, and were organized as
follows. In three separate flasks labeled as A, N and B was dissolved 10 mg of SVEFPBA in 1 mL of methanol. Each of three green solutions was separately drop by drop
quenched into 3 mL of water while constant stirring. The rate of addition was one droplet
every 3 seconds. The transfer of SVE-FPBA from methanol as a good solvent for PEO
and P4VP blocks into a prevalent amount of water, that is a good solvent only for PEO
block and part of the quaternized P4VP block gave rise to stable kinetically frozen
nanoparticles. For further stabilization of nanoparticles and methanol removal, the
micellar solutions were dialyzed against three different aqueous solutions from 5 mL
dialysis capsule with 6-8 kDa cellulose membrane. The sample labelled as A was dialyzed
against 0.01 M HCl, the sample N against pure deionized water and sample B against
0.01 M NaOH. The polymer in dialysis capsule buffered the A and B solutions to pH
approximately 4 and 9 respectively. Within several minutes, the sample B shown
precipitation thus, the dialysis bath was changed to 0.01 M HCl as was used in case of
the sample A. The precipitate of sample B partially dissolved within first hour of dialysis.
The dialysis bath was changed with 4 hours intervals and then the dialysis continued
overnight for 12 hours. At the end of dialysis, the samples A and N were stable while the
sample B shown traces of precipitates. These precipitates were eventually dissolved after
stronger agitation of dialysis capsule. The solutions A and B turned into light yellowish
green color and the solution N was light green. The volume of all three samples after
dialysis increased identically to 4.7 mL with final concentration 2.27 mg/mL.
Samples were analyzed by dynamic and static light scattering, more exactly they
underwent in one hand static measurement, e.g. Zimm plot, for determination of weightaveraged molecular weight of nanoparticles, MW, and their radius of gyration, RG, and in
other hand dynamic measurements for determination of absolute diffusion coefficient, D,
and hydrodynamic radius, RH of nanoparticles. For each solution type (A SVE-FPBA, N
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SVE-FPBA and B SVE-FPBA), a series of four concentrations was prepared as follows:
700, 600, 500 and 400 µl of polymeric solution in vials with labels 7, 6, 5 and 4 was filled
with stock solutions of sample type corresponding dialysis baths to the final volume 1.2
mL yielding concentrations 1.324 mg/mL, 1.135 mg/mL, 0.946 mg/mL and 0,757
mg/mL, respectively.
Samples with the highest concentration from each set of nanoparticles (A, N and
B) were also used for measurements of zeta potential and also a small volume of each
sample type was used for Cryo-TEM measurements.
Solutions of nanoparticles A SVE-FPBA, N SVE-FPBA and B SVE-FPBA were
stable for more than one month without any traces of precipitates.
SVE-PBA self-assembly
In line with SVE-FPBA systems, SVE-PBA nanoparticles were prepared by the
quenching as described in the previous sub-chapter followed by the dialysis against
deionized water with no pH adjusting leading to N SVE-PBA sample.

Figure 20:Micellar solutions of: left-N SVE-FPBA, right-N SVE PBA, both prepared in physiological pH

More exactly, 10 mg of polymer was dissolved in 1 mL of methanol and then
quenched into 3 mL of water. In total 4 mL of 2.5 mg/mL concentrated solution were
dialyzed in dialysis capsules against water through cellulose membrane with 6-8 kDa cutoff. The dialysis bath was changed three times as in previous experiment and the solution
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of final concentration 2.0 mg/mL was analyzed in the same manner by means of dynamic
and static light scattering, followed by zeta potential measurements and Cryo-TEM
imaging. The comparison of N SVE-FPBA and N SVE-PBA solutions are shown in
Figure 20.

5.4.

Encapsulation and release of fluorescent probe

Encapsulation and release of a fluorophore molecules as a model drug was performed
using only nanoparticles prepared in neutral water solution, N SVE-FPBA due to the
potential use of the nanoparticles for drug delivery. Nanoparticles prepared in neutral
solution with pH approximately 7.5 show the suitable pH for the boron ester formation
between the boronic acid and model drug.

Encapsulation of Alizarin Red S in SVE-FPBA micelles
Encapsulation of Alizarin Red S, ARS in N SVE-FPBA by the boron ester formation was
performed following two different protocols.
First, the boron-ester formation occurred after the above described quenching
process of N SVE-FPBA, when the nanoparticles were already created and formed stable
solution. Briefly, 10 mg of SVE-FPBA was dissolved in 1 mL of methanol and
subsequently quenched to 1.5 mL of water. Simultaneously, 1 mg of ARS was dissolved
in 1.5 mL of water that is a 35 % molar equivalent to FPBA molecules present in
quaternized polymer. The pH of ARS solution was adjusted from initial pH 4.50 to pH
7.79 by addition of 0.1 M NaOH to ensure the transition of ARS to the monoanionic
reactive form. This transition was accompanied with a typical color change of ARS from
yellow to burgundy pink. Then, the ARS solution was added dropwise to the stable N
SVE-FPBA nanoparticles at pH approximately 7.3. The final pH of SVE-FPBA with
ARS was 7.45 that is an ideal pH for the formation of FPBA-ARS boronic ester. The
solution was then dialyzed against water of pH approximately 7.5 with 3 times changed
dialysis bath to ensure the removal of unbound ARS molecules. The volume SVE-FPBAARS after dialysis was 5 mL and the concentration of ARS was supposed to be measured
by absorbance measurements, more exactly, from an ARS calibration curve. However,
the solution precipitated next day due to the destabilization of already quenched
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nanoparticles by an additional charge disbalance brought by ARS molecules in ionic
form.
Second, the encapsulation procedure including of the boronic acid-ester formation
was carried out at the very beginning of the SVE-FPBA self-assembly procedure. 10mg
of SVE-FPBA was dissolved in 1 mL of methanol, and 1mg of ARS was dissolved
overnight in 1.5 mL of separate methanol solution. Then, two droplets of 0.1 M NaOH
were added to ARS solution accompanied with color change from yellow to pink that
stands for the transition of ARS from non-ionic to reactive monoanionic form. The
solution of ARS was added dropwise to the SVE-FPBA in methanol where both PEO and
P4VP blocks are soluble. The color of polymeric solution was changing from greenish
color (typical for solutions of pure polymer) to orange color while adding the ARS
solution what is characteristic for bound ARS. Polymeric solution with bound ARS was
then quenched to 2 mL of water to ensure the self-assembly and stabilization of the
micelles loaded with ARS, in order to ensure the kinetical freezing of the non-quaternized
part of P4VP block. Micellar solution was visibly opalescent but did not show any traces
of precipitates. The methanol from SVE-FPBA-ARS solution and also the unbound ARS
molecules were then removed by dialysis against three times changed water bath. During
the dialysis, no coloration of the dialysis bath was observed, thus we expect that the
reaction occurred quantitatively what stands for all of ARS molecules in FPBA-ARS
ester. The total volume of the micellar solution after dialysis was 4.7 mL and as in
previous experiment, the dialyzed sample had turbid appearance, and small precipitates
were observed within a few minutes. Nevertheless, 0.27 mL of SVE-FPBA-ARS was
diluted with 1.73 mL of water to the volume 2 mL with concentration of ARS 8∙10-5 M.
Two absorbance spectroscopy experiments with SVE-FPBA-ARS sample were done in
the range from 300 nm to 700 nm for determining the ARS absorbance maxima when
encapsulated and after subsequent release of ARS from nanoparticles. The first
absorbance measurement was done when the pH of the solution was 6.38, mimicking the
physiological pH. Then, 20 𝜇l of 0.1 M HCl was added to decrease the pH to 3.5 to mimic
cancerous environment where the FPBA-ARS ester should be hydrolyzed, accompanied
by ARS release. However, the lowering of the pH did not cause any changes in
absorbance maxima. The SVE-FPBA-ARS sample precipitated, and the experiment was
stopped at this stage.
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Encapsulation of Alizarin in SVE-FPBA micelles
Due to the poor stability of the nanoparticles with Alizarin Red S due to the unexpected
impact of ARS charge to the nanoparticle stability, we decided to use non substituted
analog of ARS, the Alizarin, AL, with aim to avoid the presence of an additional ion
pairing in the system. The encapsulation procedure begun as previously, 10mg of polymer
was dissolved in 1 mL of methanol. Simultaneously, 2.14 mg of Alizarin was dissolved
in 1 mL of methanol at 60 °C yielding deep orange transparent solution. This AL solution
that stands for 75 % molar equivalent of phenylboronic acid groups in SVE-FPBA was
then added dropwise while stirring the polymeric solution without observing any
precipitates. SVE-FPBA-AL was then quenched to 2 mL of water to ensure the methanol
removal from the micellar core and the kinetical freezing of non-quaternized part of P4VP
block. After a classical overnight 3 cycle dialysis, the sample stayed transparent and deep
orange with no traces of precipitates for more than 3 months. The volume of SVE-FPBAAL after dialysis was 5.4 mL. The structure of AL and solution of SVE-FPBA-AL are
shown in Figure 21.

Figure 21:a-strcture of Alizarin, AL, b-micellar solution of SVE-FPBA with Alizarin bound by ester bond.

SVE-FPBA-AL micelles – AL encapsulation and pH induced release
This experiment was performed in manner to mimic physiological conditions of drug
distribution to target place and also acidic conditions typical for drug release by
monitoring absorbance maxima shifts of Alizarin. For this purpose, the solution of SVE-
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FPBA-AL was diluted with dialysis bath solution to the volume of 2 mL with final
concentration of Alizarin of 2∙10-4 M. The solution was visibly light orange and the pH
was 7.96. First, the absorbance of the solution was measured in the wavelength range
from 300 nm to 700 nm at the pH 7.96 and then 0.1 M HCl was added to the solution
until reaching the pH to 2.79 and the solution was remeasured with same experimental
setup to analyze the release of the Alizarin from SVE-FPBA micelles. Even though the
pH of the solution crossed the pKA value of FPBA-AL ester above which the ester should
undergo hydrolysis, the orange color did not change to yellow color. This indicates that
the hydrolysis did not occur and thus, there are no separate molecules of SVE-FPBA and
Alizarin in the solution. The absorbance measurements with no shifts of AL absorbance
maxima also confirmed that the reaction did not occur. The vials with SVE-FPBA-AL in
neutral and acidic solutions with no color change are to be seen in Figure 22.

Figure 22:Micellar solutions: left-encapsulation, right-release of AL from N SVE-FPBA-AL micelles.

Competitive binding of sugars in SVE-FPBA-AL micelles
In this part of study, we studied the release of Alizarin from SVE-FFPBA-AL micelles
induced by preferential binding of sugar molecules containing vicinal diols. Chosen
saccharides should preferentially bind to phenyl boronic acid molecules in SVE-FPBA
and should release bound AL from the nanoparticle in physiological pH. This reaction
was tracked by measuring absorbance of SVE-FPBA-AL before and after the addition of
sugars to the micellar solution. When sugar molecules preferentially bind to FPBA and
release AL molecules, the absorbance maxima of SVE-FPBA-AL with bound AL in
neutral conditions should shift to the higher wavelengths, typical for free monoanionic
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AL form. In parallel, this reaction can be tracked by fluorescence emission changes. The
intensity of fluorescence emission typical only for bound AL molecule should decrease
when substituted by sugars and when released from nanoparticle as a single molecule.
Also, the release of AL from SVE-FPBA-AL in pH above the pKA of AL should be visible
by naked eye thanks to color change of the solution from orange (bound AL) to pink,
typical for free AL in monoanionic form. For the purpose of above described reaction of
sugar competitive binding, we decided to analyze the SVE-FPBA-AL micelles when
interacting with three different sugars, fructose, F, galactose, G and ascorbic acid, C, also
known as vitamin C. Similar to previous absorbance measurement protocol, four samples
of SVE-FPBA-AL micelles with concentration 2∙10-4 M in vials were prepared for
absorbance measurements from 300 nm to 700 nm as follows. In detailed, 21.4 mg of
fructose, 21.4 mg galactose and 21 mg ascorbic acid was added separately to three vials
with SVE-FPBA micelles and these were labeled as F, G and C, respectively. The molar
ratio sugar:phenylboronic acid in these samples was 10:1. The pH of the solutions was
controlled during the experiment to avoid the transition of Alizarin molecules to its nonreactive form. Before the addition of sugars, the pH of SVE-FPBA-AL micelles was 7.96,
and after addition of sugars the pH was 6.88 for sample F, 7.82 for sample G and
surprisingly 2.98 for sample C.

Figure 23:Solutions for competitive-binding analysis. From left. ALfree-free solution of Alizarin in
physiological pH, micellar solutions of SVE-FPBA-AL with F, fructose in physiological pH, G-galactose
in physiological pH, C, ascorbic acid with naturally acidic pH and micellar SVE-FPBA-AL with
decreased pH by use of 0.1 M HCl.
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The color of individual samples is shown in Figure 23, showing unexpected
transition of color for sample C, from orange to yellow, that is typical for AL released
from micelles induced by pH decrease. Such a transition due to the pH decrease was
expected and not found in previous experiment of SVE-FPBA-AL micelles – AL
encapsulation and pH induced release. In parallel, two remaining samples F and G did
not show expected color transition from orange to pink.
Thus, we prepared the solution of free Alizarin in water in its monoanionic form
labeled as ALfree shown in Figure 23, that should be identical in terms of color and
absorbance maxima to the samples F, G and C after the AL release from micelles upon
the competitive binding of sugars. However, samples F and G remained unchanged,
showing the orange color typical for SVE-FPBA-AL esters instead of pink, typical for
free AL. Due to the pH change after vitamin C addition (from pH≈8 to pH≈3) and color
change (from orange to yellow) of the sample C, we prepared one sample of SVE-FPBAAL micelles with pH 2.64 labeled as SVE-FPBA-AL pH 2.64. This sample with AL
release induced by pH decrease identical to previous experiment served as a comparison
of the to the release induced by addition of ascorbic acid that naturally decreased pH to
the value 2.98. For additional information, we analyzed the effect of ascorbic acid on AL
molecule resulting in color and ionic form change in a separate sample containing only
free Alizarin molecules, ALfree with the same amount of ascorbic acid that was added to
the micelles in sample C. The color changed directly from pink to clear yellow and the
absorbance maxima was shifted to lower wavelengths as shown in Results and Discussion
chapter together with SVE-FPBA-AL and sugars results.
The molecular complex of SVE-FPBA-AL in pH 7.69 should show fluorescence
emission according to the literature that was previously explained in the chapter 2.3.
Boronic acid as a stimuli-responsive functional group. For this reason, we diced to
measure the steady state fluorescence spectra of the sample SVE-FPBA-AL in pH 7.69
and to compare these results to the samples containing sugars, where we expected AL
release, thus also the fluorescence intensity decrease. In more detailed, we analyzed 5
different samples with volume of 2 mL that were prepared identically to the samples in
previous paragraph. The sample number one was the referent sample SVE-FPBA-AL in
pH 7.6, (SVE-FPBA-AL pH 7.96). The second sample was a freshly prepared SVEFPBA-AL sample containing Fructose, (F day 1). The third sample was a three days old
SVE-FPBA-AL sample containing Fructose, (F day 3) with aim to compare the decrease
of the fluorescence of FPBA-AL in time between the sample two and three. The fourth
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sample was the sample SVE-FPBA-AL with ascorbic acid with its natural pH 2.3, (C).
This sample was compared to the fifth sample, that was the SVE-FPBA-AL in pH
lowered to the value 2.21 with addition of 0.1M HCl, (SVE-FPBA-AL pH 2.21). All the
data of fluorescence emission measurement are listed in the chapter of Results and
Discussion and the samples are shown in Figure 24.

Figure 24:Micellar solutions for fluorescence emission measurements. Micellar solution of SVE-FPBAAL, (from left) first, in pH of encapsulation, second, in acidic pH of release, third, fresh sample with
addition of fructose, F, in physiological pH, fourth, 3 days old sample with addition of fructose, F, in
physiological pH, fifth, with addition of ascorbic acid, C, in its naturally decreased pH to 2.21.

5.5.

Sample preparation for NMR, LS, IR, Cryo-TEM measurements

Nuclear magnetic resonance measurements
1

H and 11B NMR spectra were measured on a Varian UNITYINOVA 400 spectrometer

in D2O and CD3OD (Chemotrade, Leipzig, Germany) at 25 °C. All of the experiments
were measured in quartz cuvettes. For analysis of SVE-FPBA and SVE-PBA we used the
concentration of 16.7 g/L and for Pyr-FPBA pKA experiments 10 g/L. For the pKA
experiments, the pH of the solution was calculated from the pD using the relation pH =
pD + 0.4.85 The pKA values were determined using relation
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where 𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐 is the calculated chemical shift in parts per million, 𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑚𝑖𝑛 is the initial
chemical shift, 𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the final chemical shift, and [𝐻 + ] is the concentration of
hydrogen ions (Cooper, & James, 2000). The pKA measurements and calculations were
performed by Dr. Somdeb Jana, the member of Soft Matter research team.
Light scattering measurements
The light scattering measurements (dynamic and static) were performed with light
scattering setup (ALV, Germany) consisting of an ALV CGS-3 goniometer, ALV 7004
autocorrelator, two APD detectors operated in the pseudo-cross correlation mode and a
100mW diode-pumped solid state laser with the wavelength lambda = 660 nm (Cobolt
AB, Sweden). The samples were measured in cleaned vials at 25°C for the scattering
angles ranging from 30 ° to 150 °, with an angular step of 10 °. Vials with samples were
measured in water and the standard solution was toluene. The static light scattering
analysis was treated by standard Zimm method. The dynamic measurements analysis was
performed by the ALV software based on fitting of experimentally normalized
autocorrelation function of intensities.

Zeta potential measurements.
ζ-Potential measurements were performed using a Nano-ZS Zetasizer (Malvern
Instruments, UK). ζ-Potential values were calculated from electrophoretic mobilities
(average of three subsequent measurements, each consisting of 15 runs) using the Henry
equation in the Smoluchowski approximation, μ = εζ/η, where μ is the electrophoretic
mobility, η is the solvent viscosity, and ε is the dielectric constant of the solvent.

Cryo-TEM measurements
The cryo-TEM measurements were performed by Dr. Sami Kereïche from Institute of
Cellular Biology and Pathology, First Faculty of Medicine, Charles University, Prague.
A volume of 3 L of the sample solution was applied to an electron microscopy gird with
carbon-covered polymer supporting a film (lacey-carbon girds LC200-CuC, Electron
Microscopy Sciences), glow discharged for 40 s with a 5 mA current. The gird was
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immediately plunged into liquid ethane held at -183 °C. The sample was then transferred
without rewarming into a Technical Sphera G20 electron microscope (FEI, Hillsboro,
OR). Images were recorded 120 kV accelerating voltage and microscope magnifications
ranging from 5000x to 14500x using a Gatan UltraScan 1000 slow scan CCD camera.
The size distribution of nanoparticles was done analysing population of 50
nanoparticles for samples A, N and B SVE-FPBA all together and 50 nanoparticles for
sample N SVE-PBA, both using manual diameter measurement in ImageJ software.
Micellar diameter values were processed in Origin.

Absorbance measurements
The

absorbance

measurements

were

performed

on

Shimadzu

UV-VIS

spectrophotometer. Samples were measured in 1cm pathway quartz cuvettes at a slow
speed rate in wavelength range from 300 nm to 700 nm. Spectra of individual samples
were collected at laboratory temperature. The standard solution of the sample was water.

Fluorescence measurements
Fluorescence emission measurements were carried out in 1cm pathway quartz cuvette
using Fluorolog FL 3-22 fluorometer (Horiba Jobin Yvon, France) equipped with doublegrating excitation and emission monochromators, a FluoroHub time-correlated single
photon counting module and a TBX single photon counting detector. Steady-state
fluorescence measurements were performed using a 450 W high-pressure xenon arc lamp
as a light source. The excitation wavelength of the measurement was 470 nm that is equal
to the absorbance maxima wavelength of the used samples. The emission wavelength
range was from 520 nm to 750 nm. The slit of excitation light was open to 1 nm and the
slit of emission to 0.5 nm. The integration time was set to 0.5 nm/s.
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6. Results and Discussion
The main intention of modifying the poly(4-vinyl pyridine) block in PS-b-P4VP-b-PEO
triblock terpolymer with fluorinated phenylboronic acid molecules is to introduce a
stimuli responsive and drug delivery attractive compounds to triblock at desired amount
independently on its polymerization process. We have shown, that the post
polymerization

modification

of

PS-b-P4VP-b-PEO

with

2-bromomethyl-4-

fluorophenylboronic acid, FPBA is a suitable method for designing a made to measure
multi-functional stimuli responsive triblock terpolymer for a potential use in drug
delivery. The quaternization reaction was confirmed with 1H NMR, 11B NMR and FT-IR
spectroscopy. Then the self-assembly of the polymer was analyzed with dynamic and
static light scattering measurements, together with zeta-potential measurements and cryoTEM imaging. The model drug Alizarin Red S was after several unsuccessful attempts
replaced with its analogue Alizarin. The encapsulation and release and the test of
sensitivity to sugars of a model drug Alizarin was analyzed with absorbance
measurements and fluorescence emission measurements.

6.1.

Quaternization SVE triblock terpolymer with FPBA and PBA

The quaternization, also known as Menshutkin reaction,73, 92 of PS-b-P4VP-b-PEO with
2-bromomethyl-4-fluorophenylboronic acid, FPBA and also with 2-bromomethylphenylboronic acid, PBA was carried out, and the desired product formation confirmed
and quantified with the 1H NMR and with 11B spectra in deuterated methanol. Also, the
quaternization reaction of pyridine, Pyr with 2-bromomethyl-4-fluorophenylboronic acid,
FPBA, was studied for the pKA determination with

11

B NMR. In addition, Fourier-

transform infrared spectra served also as an evidence of occurred post polymerization
reaction.
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Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy
The 1H NMR measurements of quaternized pyridine, Pyr-FPBA, then homopolymer,
P4VP-FPBA previously analyzed in Soft Matter research group together with newly
analyzed triblock terpolymer in this study, PS-b-P4VP-b-PEO point out a repetitive
pattern that confirms the quaternization reaction. First, comparing unmodified PS-bP4VP-b-PEO with quaternized SVE-FPBA and SVE-PBA in Figure 25, modified
polymer shows increased number of overlapping peaks in aromatic area. 1H NMR of
unmodified triblock shows only three peaks in aromatic area. One of the peaks belong to
5 protons of polystyrene, (peak 4) and two remaining peaks, (peaks 3) correspond to two
sets of two protons of pyridine ring. Ones of the new appearing peaks in quaternized
SVE-FPBA belong to the 4 protons of the phenyl ring of the quaternization agent
FPBA/PBA, (peak 1, clearly visible only in spectra I. and II.). Then other peaks belong
to protons of P4VP phenyl ring which are influenced by near presence of phenyl ring of
the quaternization agent FPBA/PBA. Although the integration of these peaks could
possibly give the quaternization percentage of the reaction, the resolution of broad
polymer peaks did not allow to separate the overlapping signals. Moreover, deuterated
methanol is not a good solvent for the PS block and potentially for non-quaternized part
of P4VP block what can cause that a part of PS and P4VP units can remain undissolved.
Thus, the signals intensity could potentially be non-exact. For this reason, two welldefined signals were chosen to determine the quaternization reaction yield. One of these
is the new appearing signal belonging to two protons of the methylene linker between
phenylboronic acid and P4VP, (peak 2) which is present in all of the quaternized
analogues and the second signal belongs to completely dissolved PEO, (peak 4) that
serves as a reference for quaternization determination in case of SVE-FPBA and SVEPBA. To sum up, the degree of quaternization determined by the comparison of the
integrated signals 2 and 4 shown, that there have been modified approximately 30 % of
P4VP units in SVE-FPBA and approximately 45 % of P4VP units SVE-PBA.
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Figure 25:NMR figures of I. FPBA, II. Pyr-FPBA, III. PVP-FPBA, IV. SVE, V. SVE-FPBA.
Top-1H NMR with methylene linker shift after quaternization, bottom-11B NMR with boron shift
after quaternization.
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Second,

11

B NMR confirms the modification of polymer with boronic unit by

appearance of a typical boron ester peak that is shifted ~ 20 ppm to the high field in
compared to the boronic acid signal at 28 ppm. However, polymeric spectra show only a
very low intensity signal in comparison with pure compound because of the lower
concentration of boron atoms in the polymer. Low intensity is also caused by high
background of the used boron-containing NMR instrument probe. Both NMR spectra
types before and after post polymerization reaction can be seen in the Figure 25. In
addition, the influence of the pH change on the boron ester peak shift in monomeric
analogue Pyr-FPBA performed in our group served to determine an approximate pKA of
FPBA on quaternized pyridine ring. The determined pKA of monomeric analogue is pKA≈
7.75. However, we have to take in account a possible deviation of pKA of phenylboronic
units bound to triblock terpolymer system from this value, and we can use this value only
as an estimate.
Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy
Furthermore, FT-IR also confirm the quaternization reaction. The main element
indicating the SVE-FPBA and SVE-PBA quaternization is the vibration at 1633 cm-1.
(black and red spectra Figure 26).45, 92

Figure 26:Infrared spectra: black-N SVE-FPBA, red-N SVE-PBA, blue-SVE unmodified. Peaks marked
with dots: red- PS signal, black-PVP signal, blue-PEO signal. Dashed line: left- modified PVP, rightunmodified PVP.
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This pattern is showing in all quaternized analogues and is compared to reactants of the
Menshutkin reaction. This vibration band corresponds to the shifted C=N ring stretching
towards higher frequencies comparing to the identical stretching type typical for
unmodified pyridine at 1586 cm-1 (blue spectra Figure 26).45, 92 In case of our samples,
the polymer shows both vibration types, the unmodified and modified pyridine C=N ring
stretching, because only about 30 % and 45 % of all P4VP units are modified in SVEFPBA and SVE-PBA, respectively. We can also see, that the percentage of the
quaternization reflects on the unmodified/modified P4VP peak ratio. For the sample
SVE-PBA, we can see two similarly intense vibration peaks corresponding to quaternized
(45 %) and unmodified P4VP (55 %). When the percentage of the quaternization is lower
as in SVE-FPBA (30 %), there is a small change in unmodified/modified ratio, where the
intensity of unmodified peak dominates (70 % over the modified one (30 %). As a
comparison, the FT-IR spectra of unmodified PS-b-P4VP-b-PEO are shown in Figure 26
showing only one vibration peak of unmodified P4VP at 1586 cm-1. To conclude, the
reaction of P4VP quaternization by FPBA and PBA can be confirmed also by means of
FT-IR spectroscopy. However, we have to take in account that the peak intensity change
is not proportional, and that FT-IR spectroscopy does not serve for quantitative
determination.

6.2.

Self-assembly of SVE-FPBA and SVE-PBA

Static and dynamic light scattering

pH dependent self-assembly of SVE-FPBA and SVE-PBA self-assembly
Three sample types of SVE-FPBA and one sample of SVE-PBA nanoparticles prepared
by quenching protocol followed by dialysis in acidic, neutral and basic aqueous baths
(denoted as A, N and B, respectively) were analyzed by dynamic and static light
scattering.
Static and dynamic light scattering measurements evaluation of data requires the
value of sample’s refractive index increment,

d𝑛
d𝑐

that was calculated for SVE-FPBA

triblock terpolymer from the values for individual blocks according to following equation
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where

d𝑛

( d𝑐 )

X

stands for refractive index increment of individual blocks in water

multiplied by their weight fraction in polymer with value 0.257 mL/g for PS block, 0.170
mL/g for PVP block and 0.130 mL/g for PEO block (available from literature93). PVPQ
stands for quaternized PVP block of which refractive index increment with value of 0.165
mL/g was measured previously in Soft Matter research team using PVP-FPBA
quaternized homopolymer in 0.01 M NaOH. Estimated value of refractive index
increment of SVE-FPBA triblock terpolymer micelles is 0.1808 mL/g.

Figure 27: Zimm plot of A SVE-FPBA, N SVE-FPBA, B SVE-FPBA and N SVE-PBA.
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Once calculated the refractive index increment, the concentration and angular
dependence can be treated with Zimm equation. All the static light scattering graphs are
to be seen in Figure 27.
The curvature of individual scattering curves and fluctuations of data points can
be due to the usage of non-filtered samples with aim of obtaining very precise sample
concentration. The extrapolation of data to zero angle and concentration, both treated with
Zimm equation can give the values of absolute weight averaged molecular weight of
micelles, MW, and the radius of gyration, RG. When dividing the MW of nanoparticle by
the molecular weight of the polymeric chain, we can obtain the number of chains
assembling one nanoparticle, in other words the aggregation number, Nagg. All these
variable´s values are collected in Table 1.

Firstly, the apparent weight averaged molecular weight, MW of self-assembled
polymer under acidic and neutral conditions differs markedly. The sample A and B
prepared in acidic dialysis bath show approximately 50 % lower MW than neutral samples,
N of both fluorinated and non-fluorinated phenylboronic acid-modified polymer, SVEFPBA and SVE-PBA, respectively. This decrease in value of MW for nanoparticles
prepared in acidic solution is the most likely caused by the difference in solubility of
P4VP block in acidic and neutral solvent. As was explained in the overview of the
literature, at condition of pH higher than 4.8-5, the poly(4-vinyl pyridine) is not soluble
in water. Once the pH of the solvent decreases under pH approximately 5, a small portion
of P4VP units get protonated. The positive charge on P4VP units brings in one hand
solvent swelling of P4VP corona and in other hand repulsion between two positively
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charged chains in near proximity. Both, the swelling and the repulsion cause that a fewer
number of polymer chains self-assemble in one loosened nanoparticle. Thus, we could
suppose the number of chains per micelle vary with the force of chain repulsion and the
repulsion force is affected with the percentage of P4VP protonation. The effect of pH on
poly(2-vinyl pyridine) with similar properties is described in both articles of Štěpánek et
al. from 2005.86 Also, the influence of pH on protonation degree of PVP is described in
recently published article of Fernandez-Alvarez et al. with results sustained by the
simulation experiments.87 Considering our system in pH 5 that is the pH close to P4VP
pKA, we could conclude, that only a small portion of P4VP in our triblock is protonated
and that the change in MW should not be so important. Although this may be true, we
have to point out that in our system, there are constantly positively charged P4VP units
(quaternized ones) at any pH that raise the overall number of positive charges on
polymeric chain. These positively charged units belong to the quaternized nitrogen atom
in P4VP. When adding this permanent charge effect to the newly protonated nitrogen
caused by only a small decrease of the pH near to the to the P4VP pKA, we can suppose
that the repulsion effect reflected in MW will be more important, as in case of our sample.
To conclude, the self-assembly protocol in acidic pH give rise to looser nanoparticles,
constituted of a lower number of polymeric chains. Conversely, N SVE-FPBA and N
SVE-PBA nanoparticles prepared in pure water with pH=7.20 yields more compact
micelles able to assemble more polymeric chains in one nanoparticle. The neutral system
behaves in way to maximally avoid the solvent molecules access in the non-soluble and
partially glassy shell. This theory is further extended in following section to explain the
influence of the solvent on the aggregation number.
The radius of gyration (Table 1) of individual A, N and B SVE-FPBA samples
changes according to the solution type that was used for their dialysis. The nanoparticles
prepared in acidic dialysis bath show smaller nanoparticles with approximately 20%
lower RG values than for sample type N. The restriction of RG of A and B SVE-FPBA
micelles can be due to the increased ionic strength of the solution A and B in comparison
to the solution N what is also explained in article of Štěpánek et al,86 presented in the
section of dynamic light scattering measurements.
In addition to MW, Nagg and RG, dynamic light scattering measurements permit to
obtain absolute value of z-averaged diffusion coefficient, DZ, and thus, also to obtain the
value of hydrodynamic radius, RH, from Stokes-Einstein equation. We can estimate an
approximate shape of micelles from the RG /RH ratio. All of relied variables assist to
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further describe the micellar system, and these are listed in Table 2. Also, the dynamic
Zimm plots of concentration and angular dependence are to be seen below, in Figure 28.

Figure 28: Dynamic Zimm plot of A SVE-FPBA, N SVE-FPBA, B SVE-FPBA and N SVE-PBA.

The size of the solvation shell and of the overall nanoparticle affects reciprocally the
velocity of the diffusion motion of analyzed nanoparticles in solution. In other words,
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small nanoparticles with small solvation shell move fast in the solution, thus exhibit
higher value of diffusion coefficient and large nanoparticles with a large solvation shell
move slowly and thus, show lower diffusion coefficient. Dynamic Zimm plot shows the
highest diffusion coefficient value for nanoparticles in the neutral water solution. This
means that N SVE-FPBA nanoparticles have a smaller solvation shell and thus they move
faster comparing to A and B SVE-FPBA nanoparticles with larger hydration sphere that
move more slowly.
The size of hydration sphere together with the radius of the polymeric nanoparticle,
R, is described by the value of hydrodynamic radius, RH. Dynamic light scattering data
from nanoparticle solutions A, N and B SVE-FPBA support previously explained theory
of chains repulsion and solvent swelling of P4VP. The RH of nanoparticles prepared in
acidic dialysis bath, A SVE-FPBA and B SVE-FPBA show more than 15 nm larger
nanoparticles that in case of micelles prepared in neutral solution, N SVE-FPBA. This
change is also the result of the repulsive interactions between polymeric chains and of the
solvent swelling of P4VP. These looser nanoparticles in pH=5.10 with rougher solvation
shell are apparently larger even if they consist of a lower molecular mass compared to
nanoparticles prepared in water of pH=7.20. According to the publications concerning
P4VP in micellar systems, further lower pH should enhance the protonation of P4VP and
thus, its water solubility. For this reason, we decided to decrease the pH of A SVE-FPBA
with pH=5.10 to lower values. However, when decreasing the pH with 0.1 M HCl to the
very acidic pH=2.5, we can see that the further drastic decrease of pH does not affect the
hydrodynamic radius (apparent value for pH=2.5) anymore as we expected based on the
article of Štěpánek et al. and also the one of Fernandez et al. The RHapp of A SVE-FPBA
in pH=2.5 increases only by 2 nm as can be seen in Table 2. We suggest the theory, that
the water molecules struggle to penetrate the very dense system with very long P4VP
block consisting of 709 units, and that the dependence of the RH on the pH and ionic
strength of the solution does not influence our system below some threshold protonation
percentage of P4VP units. In more detailed, we expect that when decreasing the pH below
the pKA of P4VP, only the P4VP units near to the P4VP-PEO interface get protonated,
thus the chains partially reorganize only at the P4VP-PEO interphase level, what can
cause the increase in RH of about 15 nm. However, the P4VP units in the deeper frozen
P4VP shell close to PS frozen core does not permit to penetrate the H+ molecules deeper
to the corona due to the extensive hydrogen bonds between the nitrogen electron pair and
hydrogen-containing backbone. Thus, we suppose that the decrease of the pH affects only
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the portion of solvent accessible P4VP units in the P4VP-PEO interface and causes small
reorganizations in the shell-corona level. We also suppose, that our system starts to
deviate from behavior of similar systems in published studies when the pH crosses the
value approximately 4. Below this value the pH does not further influence the frozen part
of the P4VP shell together with PS core.
Considering the RH values from other point of view, the micelles shown in the
dynamic measurements performed at 90° angle treated with constrained inverse Laplace
transform routine, CONTIN in the Figure 29 shows monomodal nanoparticles for each
of the sample types. More exactly, these size distributions show that the micellar solutions
of A, N and B SVE-FPBA consist of only one population of micelles. The RH of micelles
in acidic solution is visibly larger, than the RH of micelles in pH 7.2. When comparing
the SVE-FPBA micelles to SVE-PBA micelles we can conclude that the fluorination of
the phenylboronic acid almost does not influence the overall structure of the micelles.
These monomodal distributions for all four SVE-FPBA samples and also for SVE-PBA
sample are completely in agreement with the cryo-TME images shown in following
section.

Figure 29: CONTIN analysis of samples: left- comparison of RHapp of N SVE-FPBA and N SVE-PBA micelles, rightcomparison of RHapp of SVE-FPBA micelles in A, N, B solutions with different pH.

When comparing the RH values to RG values, RH change reciprocally to RG based on
the used solvent of the micellar solution. This reciprocity in RH and RG values is explained
in the article of Štěpánek et al.86 In there, the authors show that pH, polymer concentration
and also ionic strength have an impact on micellar size in case of very similar PS-b-P2VPb-PEO triblock polymer. The article shows increasing RG of nanoparticles with increasing
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concentration of HCl against decreasing RH. In more detailed, this study shows a
reciprocal correlation between the radius of gyration and hydrodynamic radius of
nanoparticles in a solution with decreasing pH, that underlines our theory of P4VP solvent
swelling and chains repulsion.
Combining the results of static and dynamic measurements in the form of RG/RH ratio
also known as 𝜌-ratio we can estimate approximate vision of the nanoparticles shape.76
According to the book of Scattering from Polymers written by Wolfgang Schartl we can
conclude that values near to 0.8 belong to spherical micelles and these values belong to
samples A and B. Light scattering data of nanoparticles prepared in neutral water solution
yield the RG/RH value of 1.5 what fit to the interval of an ellipsoid micelle or better said
non-spherical micelle. To explain, in our system we work with a partially quaternized
P4VP polymer block which is also partially soluble in water. We suppose that in neutral
solution, the portion of quaternized P4VP units tend to be exposed to the solvent while
the non-quaternized parts of P4VP block tend to be hidden in the PS-P4VP interface,
forming kind of compact entanglements with PS block. We expect, that individual P4VP
segments form a sort of loops within the very long P4VP block. These positively charged
P4VP loops interfere with PEO corona in way to reach stable nanoparticles. This polymer
organization in neutral solution is represented in Figure 30.

Figure 30: Visual representation of estimate micellar morphology of SVE-FPBA micelles. Red spherefrozen PS core, white sphere-frozen P4VP (non-quaternized) shell, white loops-solvent swelled quaternized
P4VP shell, blue chains-solvent swelled PEO corona. Water molecules present in PEO corona and in
surrounding of mobile quaternized P4VP shell segments.
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Red chain segments represent the hydrophobic and kinetically frozen PS block, white
sphere on the top of the PS core represent the frozen part of P4VP shell and the partially
soluble quaternized P4VP block segments are shown as the loops interfering with blue
solvent swelled PEO block. For more accurate interpretation of data, we performed cryoTEM measurements, that completely fit to our hypothesis.

Cryo-TEM
Three types of SVE-FPBA samples (A, N and B) and one SVE-PBA sample (N) were
visualized with cryogenic transmission electron microscopy, cryo-TEM. Generally, when
no staining is applied to the micellar samples, cryo-TEM analysis shows only highly
solvophobic and kinetically frozen parts of the analyte, or alternatively crystalline and
highly ordered domains (not applicable for our system). In case of our sample, only the
PS block and a part of frozen hydrophobic P4VP may be visualized on cryo-TEM images,
while the solvophilic P4VP shell part and PEO corona are no visible. Taking into account
that all of the samples A, N and B SVE-FPBA are prepared by an identical quenching
process of SVE-FPBA from methanol to water we could expect that the solvent change
induced P4VP swelling at the P4VP-PEO interphase and that these small changes in
solvophobic corona are hardly to be distinguished on cryo-TEM images. For this reason,
we have performed one common size distribution of nanoparticles for all the samples A,
N and B SVE-FPBA and one separate size distribution for non-fluorinated analogue SVEPBA micelles in Figure 31.

Figure 31: Size distribution of: left-A, N and B SVE-FPBA micelles, right-N SVE FPBA micelles.
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The size distribution of three samples A, N and B SVE-FPBA systems show that there
are nanoparticles ranging from 30 nm to 40 nm diameter, what stands for 15 nm and 20
nm radius. Based on our light scattering results, the RG ranges from 40 nm to 50 nm and
the RH ranges from 30 nm to 50 nm. We could admit that as we previewed in above
described light scattering section, in our nanoparticles, there is a PS frozen core, part of
the non-quaternized P4VP shell is in frozen state and the other part of quaternized P4VP
together with hydrophilic PEO form a mobile corona. Based on the structure of the
polymer PS-b-P4VP-b-PEO, that consists of 317 solvophobic PS units, of 709 P4VP units
from which ≈460 units are solvophobic ≈250 units are solvophilic (quaternized ones)
and of 364 solvophilic PEO units, we suppose that a bigger half of the polymeric chains
are frozen (≈ 780 units) and less than half of polymeric chain is mobile and soluble
(≈610). Also, our estimation of micelles with hydrophilic P4VP loops on issued from
frozen P4VP shell (Figure 30, above), are sustained by a few cryo-TEM images, showing
a sort of “arms” pointing from the visible micellar PS and P4VP core and shell,
respectively. From the other point of view, when comparing the micelles with fluorinated
phenylboronic acid SVE-FPBA to the micelles with non-fluorinated analogue SVE-PBA,
we can suppose that using fluorinated analogue does not affect the frozen micellar core,
visible on cryo-TEM. The size-distribution diagrams and cryo-TEM images are to be seen
in the Figure 32.
We have equally performed the calculation of estimate micellar core radius of PS,
RC(PS) using formula

where 𝑀W,PS stands for absolute weight averaged molecular weight of PS block
calculated from light scattering data, 𝑁A is Avogadro constant and 𝜌PS is the density of
PS block. The calculated values of RC(PS) for N, A and B SVE-FPBA and also of N SVEPBA micelles are listed in Table 3 and compared to averaged radius found from cryoTEM size distributions.
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Figure 32: Cryo-TEM images of: top-A SVE-FPBA micelles, middle-N SVE-FPBA micelles, input
image with quaternized P4VP loops, bottom- B SVE-FPBA micelles, input image with quaternized
P4VP loops.
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The calculations of PS core radius show that the frozen micellar core as observed by cryoTEM consists not only of PS blocks, but it is much larger. These calculations sustain our
hypothesis considering the formation of micelles consisting from frozen PS and nonquaternized P4VP core, then from solvent swelled quaternized P4VP loops and from
solvent swelled PEO corona.
Zeta potential
Zeta potential measurements of A, N and B samples of micelles showed positive zeta
potential values for all the samples. The value of +40 mV for samples A and N shows
very stable nanoparticles in acidic and neutral solution. In contrary, precipitated polymer
sample B prepared in basic conditions that was subsequently transferred and dissolved in
acidic dialysis bath was destabilized during the preparation. The sample B shows a lower
zeta potential of +25 mV what exhibits decreased stability of particles in comparison to
sample A and N. Particles with lower zeta potential show lower effective electric charge
on the surface and thus, lower electrostatic repulsion between these nanoparticles.
In this work we aim to study the potential use of PS-b-P4VP-b-PEO in drug
delivery. For this reason, we decided to perform following encapsulation and release
experiments using SVE modified with fluorinated analogue of phenylboronic acid,
FPBA. Based on previous studies of our group, FPBA molecule showed lower pKA value
than non-fluorinated parent molecule PBA, which has a biological aspect in reaction
efficiency of the diol binding. Then, from three studied micellar systems, A SVE-FPBA,
N SVE-FPBA and B SVE-FPVA, we chose to perform the encapsulation and release
experiment using N SVE-FPBA nanoparticles prepared in neutral aqueous solution with
the pH the nearest to the physiological conditions.
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6.3.

Encapsulation and release of fluorescent probe

The 2-bromomethyl-4-fluorophenylboronic acid, FPBA as a quaternization agent of PSb-P4VP-b-PEO, SVE, shows promise in sugar sensing, diol binding and drug delivery of
diol containing drugs. The advantage of using of fluorinated phenylboronic molecule in
drug delivery system is its lower pKA in comparison to its parent non-substituted
molecule. The lower pKA of FPBA shifts the window of effective diol binding from
higher pH to physiological conditions. In this study, we aimed to analyze the diol binding
and release by ester formation and hydrolysis of FPBA modified SVE triblock terpolymer
mimicking physiological conditions. For this purpose, we used fluorophore Alizarin Red
S, ARS, that was later changed to the more suitable parent molecule Alizarin, AL. Also,
we aimed to study the competitive binding between AL and sugars containing vicinal
diols to FPBA molecules. This part of the work is divided in four subchapters, among
these the chapter concerning the difficulties with encapsulation of Alizarin Red S
molecule, following chapter concerning the successful encapsulation of Alizarin
molecules in SVE-FPBA micelles. Then, two remaining chapters consider the properties
of only Alizarin, AL. Third chapter compare and analyzes the absorbance properties of
Alizarin in physiological and acidic pH mimicking drug distribution and release at the
target place. The last chapter describes the competitive binding and encapsulation of
various saccharides with Alizarin tracked by measuring absorbance and fluorescence
changes.

Encapsulation of Alizarin Red S in SVE-FPBA micelles

The encapsulation of water-soluble charged Alizarin Red S caused the destabilization of
the stable micellar system as described in detail in experimental part, Encapsulation of
Alizarin Red S in SVE-FPBA micelles. In principle, Alizarin Red S molecule is a sulfonic
acid sodium salt of Alizarin. This substitution of Alizarin by -SO3Na group brings the
water-solubility to the fluorophore and makes it more applicable in systems similar to
ours compared the parent Alizarin molecule. However, addition of an extra ion pair to the
micellar solution probably caused the destabilization of our system within interval of
hours. For this reason, we decided to return to use the parent Alizarin molecule soluble
in methanol to avoid this destabilization and precipitation of our polymeric micelles.
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Encapsulation of Alizarin in SVE-FPBA micelles

The

quaternization

of

PS-b-P4VP-b-PEO,

SVE

with

2-bromomethyl-4-

fluorophenylboronic acid, FPBA, dramatically changed its solubility. Before the post
polymerization reaction, PS-b-P4VP-b-PEO was soluble only in DMF. The introduction
of FPBA to this triblock yielding SVE-FPBA turned the polymer to be soluble in
methanol. Methanol is also a good solvent for Alizarin molecule when heating the
solution to 65 °C. With this in mind, we provided the encapsulation of the fluorophore
Alizarin in a very first step of SVE-FPBA self-assembly, when methanol solubilizes the
P4VP block and the PEO block, as is further described in detail in experimental part,
Encapsulation of Alizarin in SVE-FPBA micelles. In this state, the entire polymer block
P4VP is more accessible to the solvent molecules than when self-assembled in micelles
in water, where the non quaternized P4VP is in frozen state. Slow introduction of
monoanionic Alizarin solution in methanol caused color transition of the initially pink
Alizarin solution to strong orange micellar solution. This color change is a first sign of
boron-ester formation between FPBA and Alizarin molecules. Bound Alizarin to the
SVE-FPBA triblock terpolymer yielding SVE-FPBA-AL micelles was quenched to a
prevalent amount of water, and then purified by dialysis from unbound Alizarin
molecules.
Final solution was analyzed by cryo-TEM imaging showing formation of
spherical micelles, visible in Figure 33. These micelles do not show any differences in a
frozen core compared to SVE-FPBA micelles without AL. In addition, we have found
that a small 1nm aggregates present also in solution previously probably fused to larger
aggregates and become more contrasted after adding the Alizarin to the solution as can
be visible on cryo-TEM images and also on the size distribution in Figure 33. An aliquot
of the same SVE-FPBA-AL solution shown shifted absorbance maxima to lower
wavelengths, typical for FPBA-Alizarin ester that will be shown and explained in next
section.
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Figure 33:On the top-Cryo-TEM images of N SVE-FPBA micelles left-before Alizarin, AL addition,
right-after AL addition. On the bottom- size distribution of N SVE-FPBA-AL micelles corresponding to
N SVE-FPBA micelles with encapsulated AL.

SVE-FPBA-AL micelles – AL encapsulation and pH induced release
The absorbance of SVE-FPBA-Alizarin, denoted as SVE-FPBA-AL solution was
analyzed in physiological and acidic conditions mimicking drug encapsulation and
distribution, and to the drug release conditions. The absorbance maxima of SVE-FPBAAL in physiological condition of pH approximately 7.5 was found at 475 nm that
corresponds to monoanionic AL that is bound the FPBA-AL boron ester (SVE-FPBAAL pH 7.96). 41, 88 This absorbance maxima should shift to lower wavelengths near to 425
nm when crossing the pKA of boron ester and pKA of AL (transition from monoanionic
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from to non-ionic form) which matches to the pH lower than 4.5. In solution of this pH,
the hydrolysis of boron ester should be tracked with color change from orange to yellow,
that is typical for free AL molecule. For this purpose, we changed the pH of the SVEFPBA-AL solution first to 3.50 and then to 2.79, (SVE-FPBA-AL pH 2.79). However,
none of the conditions gave place to the hydrolysis of the SVE-FPBA-AL ester. The
absorbance maxima of the SVE-FPBA-AL micelles in pH 2.79 did not shift to the lower
wavelength visible in Figure 34 and also the color of the solution remained unchanged.
The decrease of the intensity of the SVE-FPBA-AL pH 2.79 solution is caused by the
dilution of the solution with 0.1 M HCl while decreasing pH of the solution.

Figure 34: Absorbance measurement of N SVE-FPBA-AL micelles in pH=7.69 and in pH=2.79.

We suppose, that the protons from the solution struggle to affect the micellar
properties due to the boron-nitrogen interaction, forming a complex between P4VP and
FPBA molecules.53, 89 Moreover, the lower pH than the pKA of the P4VP causes the
protonation of a small portion of the P4VP units in addition to the permanently charged
quaternized P4VP units, that may form hydrogen bonds with hydroxyl groups of released
Alizarin when released due to the lower pH. For this reason, the molecule may stay
entrapped and solubilized within even in a low pH condition. Also, studies concerning
AL analogue, the Alizarin Red S show, that Alizarin molecule in monoanionic form could
be potentially entrapped on positively charged nitrogen of P4VP units by ion-pair
interaction. In order to release the encapsulated Alizarin molecules form SVE-FPBA-AL
micelles, we decided to analyze the system with various sugars with higher binding
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affinity to FPBA, than the AL affinity is. The preferential binding of sugars to FPBA in
physiological pH should provoke the release of monoanionic AL molecules from micelles
with avoiding the transition of the system to acidic pH, which enhances the protonation
and positive charge increase on P4VP units.

Competitive binding of sugars in SVE-FPBA-AL micelles
Alizarin binds to the FPBA through two hydroxyls. When adding another compound
containing diols with higher affinity to FPBA molecule to the system in physiological
solution, this compound can displace the Alizarin from FPBA-AL molecular complex
and preferentially form new boronic ester. In this study, we decided to analyze the SVEFPBA-AL system after addition of different saccharides, these are fructose, F, galactose,
G, and ascorbic acid, C, also known as vitamin C. These sugars should preferably bind to
boronic acid over the Alizarin molecules. Thus, we expected that after adding amount
corresponding to a molar ratio 10:1 sugar:Alizarin to the system at physiological
conditions, we should observe the release of Alizarin from the system accompanied with
a color change from orange to pink and with an absorbance maxima shift to higher
wavelengths, typical for free A. We analyzed SVE-FPBA-AL micelles with all of abovementioned sugars, F, G and C by measuring the absorbance.
We found out, that when fructose, F and galactose, G, to SVE-FPBA-AL micelles,
no changes in color nor absorbance are visible even after 72 hours. This means, that these
sugar molecules struggle to penetrate the very compact micellar structure which is
probably highly interlaced with hydrogen bonds. The intact absorbance spectra after
sugars addition can be seen in Figure 35. However, when adding ascorbic acid, C, to the
system, SVE-FPBA-AL nanoparticles showed a color change from orange to clear
yellow, typical for non-ionic Alizarin under acidic conditions. In addition, the pH of the
solution changed naturally after adding vitamin C to the system to the value 2.98 and the
absorbance maxima shifted to 425 nm what corresponds to free Alizarin in acidic pH. We
suppose, that the addition of ascorbic acid, C, to the system caused the reduction of the
Alizarin causing the disintegration of the boron ester and the release of Alizarin molecules
from the SVE-FPBA-AL nanoparticles. To confirm that the red/ox reaction affects only
alizarin and does not cause the FPBA deboronation, we added the same amount of
ascorbic acid, C to the saturated solution of AL in water at pH 7, (ALfree), yielding
ALfree + C solution in Figure 35. We observed the same color and pH change and also
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the absorbance maxima shift from the highest maxima corresponding to the unbound
monoanionic form to the lowest absorbance maxima ≈425 nm that is characteristic for
the non-ionic free molecule in acidic environment.

Figure 35:Absorbance measurements: left- N SVE-FPBA-AL micelles with addition of sugars-ascorbic
acid, C, fructose, F, and galactose, G, then N SVE-FPBA-AL micelles in acidic pH, right- comparison of
N SVE-FPBA-AL micelles in physiological pH, in acidic pH, in solution with ascorbic acid, C, to the
solution of free AL and free AL after addition of ascorbic acid.

Thus, we can conclude, that the release of Alizarin from SVE-FPBA-AL
nanoparticles is hindered by the hydrogen bonds between protonated P4VP in acidic pH
and boron atoms and also that a portion of AL molecules can be entrapped in form of ion
pairs between Alizarin’s negatively charged hydroxyls and positively charged nitrogen
atoms of P4VP units.

53, 90

When introducing a reductive agent, that is in our case the

vitamin C, red/ox reaction between Alizarin and vitamin C yield in one hand
dehydroascorbic acid that probably binds to boronic acid via hydroxyls on two terminal
carbons and in other hand quinonoid form of Alizarin that gives neither the possibility to
form boron ester with FPBA molecule, nor the ion pair with quaternized nitrogen. The
schematic representation of the red/ox reactions is in the Figure 36. 91
The cryo-TEM images in the Figure 37 show no differences in micellar size
induced by the red/ox reaction. We could only see the loss of the contrasted aggregated
from the small 1 nm aggregates in the solution, that were contrasted after the AL addition,
caused by the disintegration of the FPBA-AL ester and release of AL from the aggregates.
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Figure 36: Red/ox reaction of: top-ascorbic acid, C, bottom-alizarin, AL

Figure 37:Cryo-TEM images of SVE-FPBA-AL micelles: left-before ascorbic acid, C, addition, rightafter ascorbic acid addition.

We have also confirmed the release of Alizarin induced by the red/ox reaction
with fluorescence emission measurements. We have compared SVE-FPBA-AL micelles
in pH 7.96, (AL pH 7.96) to micelles with sugars. We have analyzed SVE-FPBA-AL
nanoparticles after addition of fructose, F after three days, (AL+F day 3), then the same
but freshly prepared SVE-FPBA-AL with F, (AL+F day 1) as a study of Alizarine release
in time. We have also studied the fluorescence emission of SVE-FPBA-AL nanoparticles
without adding sugars but by mimicking acidic conditions of drug release. We have
changed the pH of the solution to pH 2.2 by addition of HCl (AL pH 2.2) and we have
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compared this sample to the SVE-FPBA-AL nanoparticles after addition of ascorbic acid
(AL+C) with reductive effect and naturally decreased pH to 2.3. We have expected that
samples AL pH 7.96 and AL+F day 1 will show the highest intensity fluorescence
emission because of the highest amount of bound Alizarin to FPBA in SVE-FPBA-AL
micelles. Then, we have expected that the fluorescence emission of sample AL+F day 3
may show weaker fluorescence emission due to a probably very low efficient competitive
binding of a few molecules of fructose and AL molecules. Identically, we supposed that
also the decrease of pH in sample AL pH 2.2 could induce a minor intensity decrease of
fluorescence emission due to hydrolysis of several Alizarin molecules from boron ester.
Based on absorbance experiments, we have expected, that the sample AL+C with
naturally acidic pH with reductive properties of C will show the lowest emission because
of the lowest amount off AL molecules in FPBA-AL boron esters.

Figure 38: Fluorescence emission measurements of N SVE-FPBA-AL micelles in physiological pH, in
acidic pH, in physiological pH with addition of fructose, F, after 1 day and after 3 days, and micelles
with naturally decreased pH after addition of ascorbic acid, C.

Figure 38 with steady state fluorescence emission spectra is in accordance with
our expectations and theories. In addition, except for the typical bound AL emission
maxima at ≈620 nm, the spectra show other maxima at ≈670 nm that could belong to the
absorbed AL molecule in form of ion pair between AL hydroxyls and quaternized P4VP
units. Thus, we could conclude, that the decrease of pH is not enough strong stimuli to
induce the AL release from SVE-FPBA-AL micelles due to extensive hydrogen bonding
in micelles. Also, the decrease of pH over the pKA of P4VP causes that the portion of
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P4VP units gain positive charge on nitrogen atoms, that can subsequently form an ion
pair with AL molecules. To conclude, we suppose that only a limited number of AL
molecules can be released upon decreasing the pH decrease pH=2.2 (violet curve, Figure
38). Also, the competitive binding between sugars and AL molecules cause only a small
substitution of AL molecules, (blue cure, Figure 38). Based on our findings, the
hydrolysis of Alizarin from our nanoparticles is possible only when the system reaches
the red/ox environment, in our case the ascorbic acid, C. These findings highlight the fact,
that the circulation time of a potentially used drug until its release prolongates and that
the release from our system is induced with specificity to the red/ox environment. the
reduction environment induced visualizing of for example tissues when applying the
Alizarin molecule to the drug delivery system.5 In one hand, the oxidizing environment
can be found for example in the surrounding of cancerous cells what completely fits to
our potential target use of these nanoparticles. In there, our system should release the
cargo due to the deboronation reaction.41 In other hand, micellar system with Alizarin
molecules can be applied as a visualization agent for tissues monitoring with response to
reducing environment.
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7. Conclusion
1. Stimuli-responsive
functionalized
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acid,
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separately
PBA,

was
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2with

N,N-

dimethylformamide, DMF, yielding SVE-FPBA and SVE-PBA, respectively.
Polymer solution in DMF was changed to water solvent by dialysis and the
polymer was isolated in form of light green powder by lyophilization. The
quaternization of nitrogen atom on P4VP units brought permanent positive charge
to the system and thus, changed the solubility of the polymer. Previously soluble
PS-b-P4VP-b-PEO in N,N-dimethylformamide only become soluble in methanol.
Polymer modified with fluorinated analogue of phenylboronic acid FPBA shown
identical solubility as its parent molecule PBA.
2. The reaction yield was determined from 1H NMR by comparison of integrated
area under peak of methylene linker of FPBA and PBA, to the signal of methanol
soluble PEO. In SVE-FPBA triblock terpolymer were quaternized 35 % units of
P4VP block and in SVE-PBA triblock terpolymer were quaternized 40 % units of
P4VP block. 11B NMR confirmed the reaction product by upfield shift of boron
signal of both SVE-FPBA and SVE-PBA. Also, infrared spectroscopy shown
newly appearing vibrational peak of quaternized vinyl pyridine nitrogen differing
from non-quaternized nitrogen atoms of unmodified SVE. The FT-IR spectra of
both functionalized triblocks confirmed the co-presence of the quaternized and
non-quaternized P4VP

units underlying our quaternization percentage

calculations based on 1H NMR measurements.
3. Micellar solutions of both SVE-FPBA and comparative SVE-PBA were prepared
by solubilization of polymer in methanol followed by quenching to water.
Solutions were purified by dialysis and the protocol of self-assembly yielded
stable spherical micelles. Stability of nanoparticles was confirmed with positive
zeta potential value of +40 mV. The pH responsiveness of P4VP block was
studied by analyzing of micelles in acidic solution and in solution with nonadjusted pH near to physiological. Transfer of micelles to basic solution up the
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pKA of boronic acid caused the precipitation due to system destabilization by
negative charge of boronic acid. Static and dynamic Zimm plots and dynamic
plots giving micellar radius of gyration, aggregation number, diffusion coefficient
and hydrodynamic radius showed solvent swelling of P4VP shell in case of
nanoparticles transferred to acidic solution of pH near to 5. The decrease of pH
below the value approximately 4 did not show further changes in morphology of
micelles. Cryo-TEM images together with LS results shown formation of P4VP
loops consisting of segments rich in quaternized and soluble P4VP units that
interfere with solvent swelled PEO corona. The estimate of micellar composition
show nanoparticles with frozen PS core, frozen P4VP shell consisting of nonquaternized P4VP units, then solvent swelled loops consisting from quaternized
P4VP segments of P4VP block and by the end solvent swelled PEO corona.
4. First attempt of encapsulation of charged Alizarin Red S as a model drug brought
struggles of solubility by additional charge in the system causing destabilization
of micelles. ARS was changed to its parent neutral molecule Alizarin. Alizarin
encapsulation to SVE-FPBA was successful when performed in methanol
followed by micellar transfer to water, as typical for previous self-assembly.
Absorbance measurements shown that the encapsulation of 75 % molar equivalent
of Alizarin to FPBA molecules occurred quantitatively and that the encapsulated
model drug persists bound to micelle until moment of stimuli-induced release.
The competitive binding of sugars shown that the release of vicinal diols from our
phenylboronic acid containing system is responsive to reductive and oxidative
environment.
The specificity of the drug release from our system to both reducing and oxidizing
environment showed potential of usage of our functionalized stimuli-responsive triblock
terpolymer in field of drug delivery but also as a fluorophore carrier for visualizing of
tissues.
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